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Abstract 

Compared to photoluminescence (PL) and electroluminescence (EL), little work is 

reported on magnetoluminescence, because magnetoluminescence effects typically occur 

under extreme conditions of high magnetic field and low temperature. Owing to the 

excellent magneto-mechanical coupling property, magneto elastomer has been 

extensively used in magnetic sensors and actuators. It can be foreseen that the 

combination of phosphor materials and magneto elastomer is not only an alternative 

solution to direct magnetic-luminescence but also paving a way to better understanding 

of the relationship between magnetic field and luminescence. 

In this study, novel magnetic-induced luminescence (MIL) phenomenon has first 

been observed from the flexible magnetic composite laminates via strain-mediated 

coupling. Red-green-blue (RGB) and white light emissions were observed by the naked 

eyes from the magnetic composite laminates. The fabrication and morphology, magnetic, 

and elastic characterizations of the magneto composite laminates will be given. The basic 

luminescent mechanism, measurement of optical characters and emission modulation will 

be briefly introduced. 

Firstly, the magnetic composite laminates were fabricated by consisting of the  

metal-ion-doped ZnS microparticles phosphor mixed to polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) 
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and another phase consists of Fe–Co–Ni alloy particles mixed to PDMS to form magneto 

elastomer. In this work, ZnS is chosen as phosphor host because of its non-central 

symmetric wurtzite structure, which can result in piezoelectric potential when applying 

strain. On the other hand, the designed magnetic composite can response to external 

magnetic field and then exhibit large deformation, which can serve as a magnetic actuator 

to stimulate the doped ZnS in the hybrid system. Magnetization of the magneto elastomer 

was measured from vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM) at room temperature. The 

magnetic behavior of the composite can be approximately considered as linear behavior 

with no significant hysteresis because of negligible coercive field (Hc  9 Oe). The 

Young's modulus for the magnetic elastomer is calculated to be 70 MPa under a zero 

magnetic field. Measurement shows that both strain and stress of the magnetic elastomer 

increase monotonically and reproducible after many cycles of operation when the static 

magnetic field increases from 1.5 to 6 kOe, making it durable and reliable for MIL 

application.  

Secondly, MIL phenomenon has been observed from the phosphor composites via 

strain-mediated coupling. The pattern of the green colored logo and white color light 

emission can be seen by the naked eyes from the magnetic composite laminates under an 

AC magnetic field of Hrms = 3.5 kOe and frequency of 30 Hz. Interestingly, the achieved 
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light emissions of the material systems can be modulated in reversible and dynamical 

manners under the control of low magnetic field at room temperature. The hybrid device 

performance parameters, including CIE, CCT, luminance, and power efficiency have 

been tested. The CIE coordinates are found to be (0.3462, 0.3735) and hence the CCT is 

determined to be 5027 K, indicating the obtained MIL phosphor composite emits a 

somewhat cool white color.  

Finally, optimization design has been done with the structure of magnetic composite 

laminates and measurement conditions. Therefore, RGB colors were observed with ZnS: 

Cu, Al and (Ca1-XSrX) S: Eu co-doped phosphor composite laminates under 3.5 kOe AC 

magnetic fields. Tunable white color was also realized with ZnS: Cu, Al and YAG: Ce 

co-doped phosphor composite laminates. In this work, the display and light source drive 

by a magnetic field, providing a new insight and possibility for display and solid state 

lighting applications in any specific situation where alternating magnetic fields are 

applicable. The hybrid magnetic composite laminates possess flexible, contactless and 

free of electric power features, which are attractive for future magnetic sensing and 

energy harvesting applications. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction  

1.1 Luminescence 

Luminescence is defined as the emission of light by a substance that is supplied 

with some form of energy rather than heat; so it is a form of cold body radiation. [1-5] 

Luminescence can be caused by photon excitation, the passage of a strong electric 

field, electron beam excitation, or stress on a crystal. 

 

Figure 1-1 Classification of luminescence. 

Luminescent has been extensively investigated because of its interesting physics 

and widespread applications. The past several decades have witnessed a rapid growth 

in research and development of various forms of luminescent materials.[6] 

Luminescence can be distinguished by the method of excitation sources shown in 

Figure 1-1. For instance, photoluminescence (PL) is excited by photon, 
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mechanoluminescence (ML) is stimulated by mechanical stress,[7] and 

electroluminescence (EL) is emissions of light in response to electric field.[8, 9] 

Luminescence has a variety of applications such as display, light-emitting capacitor 

(LEC), laser and biosensor. [10] 

Luminescent material is also called phosphors. By means of phosphor, it is a 

substance that exhibits the trend of luminescence under various stimuli.[11] The types 

of stimulus that cause luminescent from phosphor depended on the phosphor’s crystal 

structure and its electronic configuration. [12, 13] 

 By far the most common application of luminescence in daily life is PL in the 

fluorescent light bulb. A fluorescent bulb consuming the same amount of power as an 

incandescent bulb will but produce three to five times more light. By using a phosphor 

coats the inside surface of a fluorescent lamp can absorb ultraviolet light emitted by 

excited mercury atoms. It re-emits at longer wavelengths visible light. A fluorescent 

lamp gives off much more light than an incandescent one, and does so without 

producing heat. 

In contrast to the nearly instantaneous activation of fluorescence, 

phosphorescence involves a delayed emission of radiation after absorption. The delay 
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may take as much as several minutes, on the other hand phosphorescence continues to 

appear after the energy source has been removed. For example, the hands and numbers 

on a watch that glows in the dark, as well as any number of other items, are coated 

with phosphorescent materials. Television tubes also use phosphorescence. The tube 

itself is coated with phosphor, and a narrow beam of electrons causes excitation in a 

small portion of the phosphor. The phosphor then emits the primary colors of light, 

red, green, or blue light and continues emission after the electron beam has moved on 

to another region of phosphor on the tube. As it scans across the tube, the electron 

beam is turned rapidly on and off, creating an image made up of thousands of glowing, 

colored dots. 

EL devices are fabricated using either organic or inorganic electroluminescent 

materials. The active materials are generally semiconductors of wide enough 

bandwidth to allow exit of the light. These devices have low power consumption 

compared to competing lighting technologies, such as neon or fluorescent lamps. And 

unlike neon and fluorescent lamps, EL lamps are not negative resistance devices so no 

extra circuitry is needed to regulate the amount of current flowing through them. This, 

together with the thinness of the material, has made EL technology valuable to the 
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advertising industry. Relevant advertising applications include electroluminescent 

billboards, wires and signs. EL manufacturers are able to control precisely time and 

areas of an electroluminescent sheet illuminate. This has given advertisers the ability 

to create more dynamic advertising that is still compatible with traditional advertising 

spaces. It’s also used as an application for public safety identification involving 

alphanumeric characters on the roof of vehicles for clear visibility from an aerial 

perspective. Electroluminescent lighting, especially electroluminescent wire (EL wire), 

owning to its flexibility and safety, EL wires have also made its way into clothing as 

many designers have brought this technology to the entertainment and nightlife 

industry 

 

1.2 Mechanoluminescence 

ML is the emission of light originated from fracture or deformation during the 

application of mechanical stress on a solid. [14] The phenomenon of ML has attracted 

more attention because of its potential application in sensing structure damage, 

fracture, and deformation. ML was first reported by Boyle in 1664 that a particular 
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diamond produced a very vivid, but exceedingly short-lived splendor when pressed on 

with a steel bodkin. [15] Waller in 1684 reported that when substances such as white 

sugar, loaf sugar and rock salt were crushed in mortar, they gave such intense light the 

sides of the mortar and the shape of the pestle could distinctly be displayed. 

 

Figure 1-2 Example of mechanoluminescence, (a) Image and photograph of 

application of compressional load and ultrasound induced ML, [16] (b) Wind 

driven ML, [17] (c) white color ML display [18] and (d) the luminescence response 

of a sputtered ML thin film. [19] 

ML can convert the local mechanical energy into light emission with the 
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application of various stresses, such as deformation, friction, impact, and vibration.[14, 

18] Figure 1-2 gives some example of mechanoluminescence from previous studies. 

On the whole, the physical processes involved in ML indicate that there are two 

types of ML, including deformation ML (DML) and tribo-ML (TML). DML is 

produced owing to the physical processes induced during deformation of solids, 

whereas the TML is produced due to the contact phenomenon during the contact or 

separation of two dissimilar materials initially intact. DML is independent of the 

material used to produce the deformation and the contact phenomenon, but depends 

only on the material under deformation. This DML may further be divided into three 

types, elastic ML (EML) induced by elastic deformation, plastic ML (PML) induced 

by plastic deformation and fracto-mechanoluminescence (FML), in which the ML is 

induced by fracture of solids. TML may further be subdivided as electrically induced 

TML, chemically induced TML and thermally induced TML, in which the TML is 

induced by triboelectrification, tribochemical reaction and tribothermal generation, 

respectively. [20]  
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1.2.1 Mechanism of mechanoluminescence 

The mechanism of elastic ML emission can be explained as follows, which utilizes 

the piezoelectrically-stimulated electron detrapping model. When applied a 

mechanical stress on the crystals with a non-symmetric structure, deformation 

produces an inner piezoelectric field. This non-symmetrical structure either arises 

from the substantial detect of doped ions or the special phases of the host lattice. 

Owing to the decrease of the trap-depth caused by piezoelectric field, electrons 

detrapped from filled-electron traps and reached the conduction band. Then detrapped 

electrons may recombine with the holes trapped in the defect centers or they may jump 

to the valence band subsequently energy released non-radiatively. During the 

recombination process of electron and hole pairs, the energy transferred to doped ions 

and light emitted. As the piezoelectric field is also produced during the release of 

pressure, ML happens when the pressure is released. The mechanism of ML 

occurrence during the release of pressure should be similar to pressure arising. These 

two theories were demonstrated in the Figure below. [15] 
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Figure 1-3 (a) Schematic diagram for the mechanism of the dislocation 

electrostatic interaction model of the EML of crystals. (b) Schematic diagram 

showing the mechanism of EML emission in a typical EML crystal (1-

detrapping of the electron and its movement in the conduction band, 2-electron-

hole recombination, 3- excitation of dopant, ion. 4- light emission). 

In 2009, B.P. Chandra reported persistent ML induced by elastic deformation of 

the ZrO2: Ti phosphors. [21] The relaxation time of localized piezoelectric charges and 

the threshold pressure for the ML emission can be determined from ML measurements. 

The long decay of EML indicates the possibility of exploring persistent EML, which 

may be useful for the fabrication of dim light sources capable of operating without any 

external connective power source. 

In 2010, Chandra et al. conduct a theoretical study of ML induced by elastic 

deformation of ZnS:Mn phosphor. [22] They drafted out the factors that ML 

dependence on and the ML intensity on several parameters that’s useful in designing 

the suitable materials capable of exhibiting ML during their elastic deformation. The 
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theory of trapping and de-trapping of charge carriers in the semiconductor can be 

studied using ML intensity. They also concluded the values of the relaxation time of 

surface charges, the quadratic relation of pressure, and the threshold pressure for 

illumination to take place can be deduced from the measurement of the time-

dependence of ML. Z. L. Wang gives rise and demonstrated that a field of piezo-

photonric and give its mechanism. [23, 24] 

Nearly 50% of all inorganic salts and organic molecular solids exhibit the 

phenomenon of ML/FML. Only a few limited cases of non-destructive ML materials 

have been found. Rare earth doped aluminate or silicate crystals and metal ions doped 

ZnS crystals ML phosphors, have been reported exhibit EML. [23, 25, 26] To date 

more than a dozen kinds of inorganic materials with excellent EML performance have 

been successfully developed. These inorganic materials include common silicate, 

titanate, aluminate and phosphate systems, together with traditional red phosphors 

BaTiO3–CaTiO3: Pr, [27] green phosphors SrAl2O4: Eu, [28] and blue phosphor 

CaYAl3O7: Eu were developed. [29] By screening various ML compounds, SrAl2O4 

and ZnS are widely accepted as the most effective candidates for ML. It is basically 

due to their relatively high stability such that they are able to render high ML efficiency. 
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Another reason for the appeal of these two compounds for ML is the high solubility 

of various lanthanide and transition-metal dopants. Figure 1-4 gives the typical 

examples of energy level diagrams of trivalent lanthanide ions. [30] The doped ions 

can generate additional energy levels that transform the deformation generated 

excitation energy against non-radiative relaxations; thereby maximizing optical 

emissions at various wavelengths that are dependent on the dopant composition 

concentration and intensity. 

 

Figure 1-4 Energy level diagrams of trivalent lanthanide ions: (a) Er3+, (b) Yb3+, 

(c) Tm3+ and (d) Eu3+. The black-solid, colored-solid, dash-dotted and dashed 

lines represent energy absorption, light emission, energy transfer and 

multiphonon relaxation respectively. [31] 
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1.2.2 ZnS based phosphor 

The in deep study of ML from doped ZnS can be regarded since 1960s. [32] 

However, early studies did not attract much attention owing to the weak ML emissions. 

In 1999, Xu and co-workers found that an appropriate amount of Mn2+ dopants led to 

strong orange ML luminescence of ZnS crystals under a relatively small mechanical 

stimulus. [33] On the basis of this discovery, they sputtered a Mn2+ -doped ZnS films 

on various ceramic substrates. An elevated substrate temperature resulted in bright ML 

emissions that were one magnitude brighter than those of its bulk counterparts. The 

study conducted by the group of Xu has stimulated interest in developing type II–VI 

semiconductor-based ML phosphors. In parallel efforts, Jeong and co-workers 

demonstrated composite ML films composed of a PDMS matrix incorporated with 

commercial Cu2+ -doped ZnS phosphors. The flexible film displays bright and 

consistent ML emissions when subjected to repeated mechanical stress, demonstrating 

high durability. [17, 34] They employed a combination of different types of ML 

phosphors, ZnS: Cu, ZnS: Mn, incorporated into the same polymer matrix, which 

enables one to tune the optical characteristics via doping in hosting matrix.  
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Figure 1-5 Schematic represents the two crystal structures of ZnS. 

The ML mechanism beneath ZnS; Al, Cu, and ZnS: Cu ML should be the same, 

consider ML from ZnS: Mn as an example. Owing to its non-centrosymmetric 

structure, the deformation of ZnS: Mn crystals produced a piezoelectric field. Take 

Mn doped ZnS for example. The piezoelectric field near the Mn2+ ions increased 

owing to the change in local crystal structure. The trap-depth is decreased due to the 

piezoelectric field or due to the band bending the de-trapping of electrons from filled-

electron traps takes place, as proposed by Wang et al. [23] As the crystal structure 

deform and formed a piezoelectric field, electrons reach the conduction band. The 

electrons may be reaching the conduction band and recombine with the holes trapped 

in the defect centers. Figure 1-6 show the whole energy band diagram of ZnS:Al, Cu, 

Mn. In order ML to commence, electrons may jump to the valence band and 

subsequently energy may be released non-radiative. These non-radiative energy 
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released during electron–hole recombination may be transferred to the Mn2+, Cu+, Al+ 

ions whereby these ions may get excited. The de-excitation of excited ions gives rise 

to the light emission characteristic of the doping ions. The Mn2+ metal-ions doped ZnS 

peaked at 588 nm (2.11 eV) is due to the radiation energy transition between 4T1 and 

6A1. 

[35] 

Figure 1-6 Diagram of energy level ZnS: Al, Cu, Mn phosphor. 

To understand the emissions of green and blue process, schematic illustrates a 

band diagram also shown in Figure 1-6. Similarly, the ZnS compound trap electrons 

to form shallow donor levels in sulfur vacancies (Vs), while taking blue and green 

emissions from the Al3+, Cu+. They also create another donor levels and substitutional 

occupies the Zn2+ site (AlZn), and substituted for (CuZn) and generate acceptor level 

which can trap holes. The energy level diagram indicates, there can be two light-
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emission peaks, an intense light emission at 2.42 eV originates from the D–A pairs 

and recombination between AlZn → CuZn. 

 

1.2.3 Examples of mechanoluminescence 

In order to apply the ML material as a light source, the surface of the ML 

composite should have the most efficiency of mechanical-optical coupling with the 

strongest luminescence intensity. A hybrid material that combined ML material and 

photo-reactant material proves a new way for photo-coupling. As Terasaki et al. 

reported a preparation method for a hybrid material consisting of the ML material and 

TiO2 photo catalytic nano particles. [16] By using the surface sol gel method, they 

succeeded in coating the TiO2 photo catalytic nano particles on the surface of the ML 

material, thus preparing a hybrid material where the nanoparticles took over the 

emitted ML and commerce photocatalysis activities.  

Zhang et al. revealed that another semiconductor Ca2MgSi2O7: Eu micro-

particles emit green light under the mechanical stress. [36] The ML showed a similar 

spectrum as PL implies that ML is emitted from the same center of Eu2+ ions as PL. 

So a visible ML green light emitted when pressing the sample. They also quantify 
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using lab-made Atomic-force microscope (AFM) ML investigation system, to 

investigate the ML of single micro-particle under the application of micro force, they 

conclude each particle require a 10 µN force to emit a signal. 

Impulsive excitation of ML of gamma ray irradiated CaSO4: Eu phosphors have 

been studied by Kher et al. [37] ML was impulsively emitted by dropping a load onto 

the sample. Three distinct ML emission peaks have been observed. For CaSO4: Eu the 

ML intensity increases with the increasing concentration of the Eu dopant. The effect 

of temperature on the FWHM, spectra and peak ML intensity was discussed. On the 

basis of the result obtained they deduced that ML excitation is related to the movement 

of dislocation with defect centers, or dopant caused defect centers, the increase in ML 

with temperature is due to the enhancement in these dislocation capture probability. 

A technique of cultivating and measure ultrasonic power with a ML sensing film 

was studied by Zhan et al. [38] A linear relationship was observed between the 

ultrasonic power and the ML intensity induced by ultrasonic vibration, indicating that 

ultrasonic power can be evaluated by measuring ML intensity. 

The parameters affecting impact ML of the SrAl2O4: Eu film and ZnS: Mn 

coating is determined by Chandra. [39] The ML technique can be used to determine 
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the impact parameters in the elastic deformation and plastic region deformation as well 

as fracture ML can also be used to determine the impact parameters for the collision 

between solid and liquid. The ML material was coated on the surface of a solid. The 

measurement of fracto-ML in microsecond and nanosecond range may provide a tool 

for studying the fragmentations in solids by the impact. Using a CCD camera, the sizes 

of contact area, the depth of compression can be determined for different intervals of 

time. 

Ballistic impacts of the tribo-ML properties of ZnS: Mn doped sample is studied 

by Fontenot et al [40] using ballistic impacts of specially prepared rounds 

manufactured in two different calibers. The tribo-ML emission spectrum was then 

recorded as the rounds impacted the target. Results show a ~1 nm shift in the emission 

spectrum with increased impact energy. 

Terasaki and co-workers first proposed the concept of utilizing ML phosphors as 

signal sources for bioimaging and phototherapy application. They investigate the 

emission of light from the ML phosphor composite under stimulation from an 

ultrasonic wave. The investigation was nondestructive and noninvasive. [16] When 

compared with labeling techniques reliant on PL, this method avoids photonic damage 
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to tissues and does not suffer from strongly as compare with attenuation of excitation 

radiation owing to tissue absorption and scattering. Recently, Jeong and co-workers 

reported a patterned ML device composed of PDMS elastomer incorporated with ZnS 

microparticles. [34] By using a combination of doped ZnS phosphors at various weight 

ratio, they demonstrated light emission of tunable colors following excitation by an 

air flow. The study highlights the viability of constructing wind-driven display devices. 

[17] However, the generation of sufficiently bright emission by natural wind alone that 

lacks a harmonic frequency remains an arduous task to solve before this technology 

can be put into practice. ML phosphors have also been employed as a light source to 

drive photocells. In one example, Terasaki and co-workers constructed a system 

combining an epoxy pellet containing SrAl2O4:Eu phosphors and a silicon solar cell. 

[41] The photocurrent was successfully observed by compressing the sample coupled 

into the solar cell. This photocell composite system is capable of enduring in certain 

extreme environment, such as deep sea and arctic regions. 

Wang et al [42] developed the world's first ML for a practical use in the sensing 

information region in a ML handwriting system consisting a ML material and a PET 

thin film. The ML material developed in their laboratory was a ML composite, an 
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epoxy doped with efficient ML materials of ZnS:Mn used as a light source, and a 

photolithography used as the patterning . With the application of compressive stress 

via handwriting on the ML composite in the system, the photocurrent arise from to 

ML by a sensor was successfully recorded for further analysis. 

 

1.3 Photoluminescence 

Photoluminescence (PL) is the light emission from material after the absorption 

of photons. It is one of many forms of luminescence (light emission) and is initiated 

by photoexcitation (excited by photons). Following excitation, various relaxation 

processes typically occur in which other photons are re-radiated. The time interval 

between absorption and emission vary. The ground state is defined as the state with 

the lowest energy; states of higher energy are called excited states. An emission center 

possesses several distinct reservoirs of energy levels, including electronic, vibrational, 

rotational, transitional, and those associated with a nuclear and electron spin. 

Modifying the photon energy with luminescent materials has provided exciting 

opportunities for applications in photonics, photovoltaics, diagnostics, and 

therapeutics. [30] 
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1.3.1 Mechanism of photoluminescence 

PL comprises both fluorescence and phosphorescence processes and originates 

from an absorption/emission process between different electronic energy levels in the 

material. The intensity and emission of PL depends on which material under 

illumination and which wavelength of excitation employed. Aforementioned, the 

luminescence of phosphors is extremely important in controlling and processing light 

for active components of light sources, optical sensing, and display devices. Short 

wavelength light is possible to obtain yellow, red, as a secondary light from a suitable 

phosphor, such that it can complement the emission to yield a white light.  

The absorption of a photon, which is used to excite the luminescence, takes place 

by either the host lattice or by doped impurities. This process involves transport of 

energy through the luminescent materials. After both radiative transition and light 

emission from host lattice, or non-radiative transition from host to dopant, the 

emission takes place on the impurity ions, which generate the desired emission. Quite 

frequently, the emission color can be adjusted by choosing the proper impurity ion, 

without changing the host lattice in which the impurity ions are incorporated. 
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[30] 

Figure 1-7 Schematic diagram shows a typical photoluminescence process. 

 

1.3.2 YAG: Ce PL phosphor  

Yttrium aluminum garnet (Y3Al5O12, YAG) is a synthetic crystalline material of 

the garnet group, it have been widely studied in the application of displays because 

of their stability at the conditions of high irradiance. YAG is used as the host 

material of full-color phosphors by changing of the doping materials, namely Ce, 

Tb, Eu, and Tm. Especially YAG: Ce is regarded as an efficient phosphor for 

converting the blue radiation into a very broad yellow emission band. Such that, the 

corresponding yellow emission from YAG: Ce is intense enough to complement  

excitation blue light which escapes through the phosphor in order to produce a white 

light. As shown in Figure 1-8. 
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Figure 1-8 Emission from (YAG: Ce) phosphor by a blue laser excitation. 

The mechanism beneath this excitation of the YAG: Ce phosphor to produces a 

tunable white luminescence. As in Figure 1-9, excitation and emission bands can be 

ascribed to the transitions of Ce3+ ions between the 4f and 5d levels. 

 

Figure 1-9 Energy level diagram of YAG: Ce phosphor under 470 nm excitation. 

The energy level diagram of Ce3+ with the demonstrate that Ce3+ has a 4f1 
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configuration, the spin–orbit interaction causes the ground state electron orbit 2F splits 

into a 2F7/2 excited state and a 2F5/2 ground state . According to the radial wave function 

for the excited 5d electron extends spatially beyond the closed 5s25p6 shells, the 5d 

levels are strongly perturbed by the ligand field of the host. Thus, the 4f–5d transitions 

are easily influenced by the ligand field around Ce3+. As in YAG crystals, part of the 

Ce3+ ions replace the Y3+ ions, and the 5d configuration of Ce3+ deduced a strong 

crystal field cause a large crystal-field splitting. This splitting causes lowering of the 

position of the lowest 5d level and the 4f–5d transition of Ce3+ shifts to the visible 

emission region. The excitation band centered at 452 nm attributed to the first allowed 

4f–5d transition of Ce3+ ions, from the Ce3+ 4f level (2F5/2) to its lowest 5d (2A1g) level. 

The emission band centered at 535 nm is consigned as the combination of the emission 

centered at 580 and 520 nm, which are attributed to the transition of Ce3+: 5d (2A1g) 

→ 4f (2F7/2) and Ce3+: 5d (2A1g) → 4f (2F5/2), respectively. Figure 1-9 give the energy 

band gap diagram. [43] 

The dopant, trivalent Ce, ion has one electron in the 4f state. The ground state of 

Ce3+ is divided into 2F7/2 and 2F5/2 with an energy difference of 2200 cm-1. The next 

higher state begins from the 5d state and such that the 4f–5d transitions are parity 
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allowed. The 5d state is spitted by crystal field and hence is more than one Ce3+ 

absorption bands in the excitation spectrum in the board region between 200 and 500 

nm. And there are three broad bands with maxima at 233, 340 and 463 nm because in 

the YAG host, Ce3+ occupies a distorted cube. The excitation band covering from 400 

to 500 nm is the most intense band and provides grounds to apply the phosphor to blue 

ML. The emission wavelength of Ce3+ is very sensitive to the crystallographic 

environment it exposed to, acting as the basis for the red or blue shift of Ce3+ emission. 

Unlike the 4f electron with the shielding effect of outer shell 6s and 5p electrons, the 

shift of the 5d and hence the d–f emission band of Ce3+ ion is heavily dependent on the 

local crystal field surrounding the Ce3+ ions. 

[44] 

Figure 1-10 (a) PL and PLE spectrum of a typical YAG: Ce phosphor dealing a 

photoluminescence process. (b) Its corresponding color temperature. 

1.3.3 Long persistence luminescence phosphor 

Commonly referred as phosphorescence, persistent luminescence is the 
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phenomenon encountered in materials which make them glow in the dark after the end 

of an excitation with UV or visible light for a long period of time. [45, 46] In some 

cases luminescence can last for hours after the stoppage of the excitation. Phosphors 

with persistent luminescence have been rapidly developed in the past decades, largely 

stimulated by the green persistent phosphors have already been commercialized and 

are being widely used as night-vision materials in various important fields. Because 

of their sufficiently strong and long-lasting (>10 h) persistent luminescence and their 

ability to be excited by either sunlight or the visible spectrum.[47] During the 1600 

century following the discovery of the bright emission from the (reduced) Bologna 

stone, Figure 1-11. The phenomenon did not cease to arouse the interest of both 

scientists and laymen, persistent luminescence mechanisms have somewhat converged 

in what is known now, though there is not really any widespread agreement on the 

details.[48] 
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Figure 1-11 Bologna stone. 

 

1.3.4 Mechanism of the long persistence phosphor 

In persistent phosphors, two kinds of active center are involved emitters and traps. 

[49] Emitters are centers capable of emitting radiation after being excited. Traps 

usually do not emit radiation, but store excitation energy and release it gradually to the 

emitters owing to thermal or other physical stimulations. Whereas the emission 

wavelength of a persistent phosphor is mainly determined by the emitter, the 

persistence intensity and time are determined by the trapping states. [47] Whereas 

significant achievements have been made in visible persistent phosphors, the research 

and development of persistent phosphors in the NIR region have been greatly 

interested recently. 
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1.3.5 (Ca1-xSrx) S: Eu long persistance phosphor 

As a highly efficient red emitting simultaneous persistence luminescence 

phosphors, strontium sulfide, calcium sulfide doped Europium (Ca1-xSrx) S: Eu, has 

been attracting a lot of investigation. The inorganic phosphors typically consist of a 

host lattice doped with activator ions in small concentrations. There are two types of 

activator ions can be such that these rare-earth phosphors can be separated into two 

types: broadband emitting owing to the transition between the 5d and 4f of Eu2+. As 

shown in Figure 1-12, the activator ion in the first type strongly interacts with the host 

lattice, when these d electrons are involved. The strong coupling of the electronic 

states with the vibrational modes of the lattice mainly leads to more or less broad bands 

in the spectrum. The emission spectrum arises from the d-f transition of 4f6 5d1 (T2g) 

to 4f7 8S2/7, where there is no shield of active electronic level against the surrounding 

ligands. The position and width of the emission band are strongly dependent on the 

lattice the co-dopant, which is incorporated into the degree of splitting of the 4f6 5d1 

level into the terms T2g and Eg and increasing field strength of the ligand. This all result 

a lowering of the gap between (T2g) and Eg, hence, a red-shift of the emission band.  
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Figure 1-12 Energy band diagram showing the persistence luminescence from 

photoexcitation. 

 

The excitation spectra of this red phosphor consist of two broad bands, one is 

low-energy green excitation band (400–550 nm) and the other is high-energy UV 

excitation band (250–350 nm). The emission is practically independent of the 

excitation wavelength. The origin of these excitation bands from previous report stated 

it has been related to the multiplicity of defect levels arising between valence and 

conduction band due to the non-statistical distribution of cations in the solid solution, 

especially for the calcium-rich material. [50] Such that the stoichiometric ratio 

between calcium and strontium played a strong role in here, the other is the doping 

level/molar ratio of europium. As a result, the single emission band at 600–750 nm is 

practically independent of excitation wavelength. The peak of the emission band 

shown in this work is found to be 645 nm. 
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[51] 

Figure 1-13 Excitation and emission spectra of the CaS,SrS: Eu. 

 

1.4 Magnetic responsive material 

1.4.1 Theory of magnetic field 

Magnetic field lines can reach a certain density within a material, quantified by 

the material’s magnetic permeability. The definition of the magnetic flux density 

describes as the number of field lines per unit area. The flux density decreases quickly 

with increasing distance from a magnetized surface. 

Elements that exhibit magnetism at room temperature include iron, nickel and 

cobalt. Some of the strongest magnetic fields can be achieved with alloys such as 

samarium cobalt (SmCo) or neodymium iron boron (NdFeB). On the other hand, 

magnetic fields are generated around any current carrying wire explained by the theory 
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of special relativity from electron moving at relativistic speed related to other. Such 

fields can be switched on and off and tuned depending on the applied current. 

A magnetic field can be from a magnet or an electromagnetic. And a magnetic 

field can be regarded as two types of field, namely a homogeneous and an 

inhomogeneous magnetic field. By combining magnets into arrays, complex magnetic 

field patterns can be achieved even on the micron-size scale. [52] In a homogeneous 

magnetic field, ideally the density of flux lines is constant over a distance there is no 

gradient in the flux density. In an inhomogeneous magnetic field, however, there is a 

gradient in the density of flux lines over distance from the magnetized surface.  

Homogeneous fields are required for numerous high end application such as 

NMR spectroscopy and magneto-hydrodynamic pumping or traditional nuclear power 

plant NaK circulation. [53] The method usually involves utilizing large size magnets 

respect to the fluid volume employed.  

A time varying magnetic field used to provide a dynamic response that can be 

achieved by using an electromagnet with a highly permeable core material such as soft 

iron or the famous mu-Metal. It can be rather challenging to achieve a desired 

magnetic field pattern, strength and gradient over a confined space. Especially with 
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low or moderated frequency when considering how quickly the flux density decreases 

with distance from the magnet surface and the time response for a ML. For 

manipulation at room temperature, two approaches can be taken: electromagnets or 

conventional permanent magnets. The chosen conventional permanent magnets are 

placed close to volume considered, as having the advantages of ease of fabrication, 

low temperature and ease of fabrication. 

 

1.4.2 Magnetic material classification 

According to their magnetic susceptibility, materials are classified as diamagnetic, 

paramagnetic and ferromagnetic. 

Diamagnetic materials, with its susceptibility smaller than 0, are repelled from 

magnetic fields, as diamagnetic material have only paired electrons, such that they are 

instinct drive towards minima of magnetic field strength. Most materials are weakly 

diamagnetic, including all elements of group 5 and 7 and all noble gas, water, proteins, 

DNA, cells, polymers, wood and glass. Although the response is quite interesting, the 

magnitude of response is often weak.  

Paramagnetic materials have at least one unpaired electron in their atom, which 
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is unable to magnetize, but having magnetic response. As their magnetic susceptibility 

equal to zero, aligned with a magnetic field and experience a small force towards 

magnetic field maxima, as they are attracted to magnetic fields. Overall, their 

magnetization is linearly proportional to the magnetic field. They can be candidates 

for MIL. Examples of paramagnetic materials include oxygen, platinum and 

manganese (II) salts. Natural ferromagnetic materials consist of cobalt, iron and nickel, 

which are strongly attracted to magnetic fields in room temperature. There 

magnetization is strong in the magnetic field with coercive field after sufficient 

external magnetic field, and a much greater response under the same magnetic field as 

compare with a paramagnetic material, which is more appreciable to induce 

macroscopic luminescence. 
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Figure 1-14 Spin alignments of two types of magnetic materials and 

corresponding coercive field. 

 

1.4.3 Soft magnetic materials 

The soft magnetic material is a special type of ferromagnetic material, which has 

the properties like higher magnetic permeability and saturation induction, with low 

coercively. [54, 55] Improvements in these properties have resulted in power-handling 

electrical devices with reduced size and weight and increased efficiency. They are 

essential constituents of magnetic-mechanical and electrical device in the modern 

advancement because of the connection with ordinary steels between mechanical 
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softness and ease of magnetization reversal. [56] These materials perform the vital 

task of concentrating and shaping magnetic flux. The continuing development of better 

materials resulting both in improved efficiencies of key building blocks of present 

technology-motors, generators, transformers, inductors, and sensors-and in novel 

devices and applications. 

Soft magnetic material has few remanence and high saturation magnetization, 

that in the absence of external magnetic field, the net moment of these domains is 

almost zero. As soon as an external field is applied, the particles react similar to a 

ferromagnetic with their magnetic susceptibility is much larger than that of 

paramagnetic material. Several investigated particles of Fe–Co, Fe–Ni and Co–Ni 

alloys and found that the particles of these binary alloys can be successfully obtained 

with uniform particle size, desired compositions and superior magnetic properties. Its 

amorphous alloys exhibit such a property owing to the disordered atomic 

configurations. [57] 
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Figure 1-15 Comparison of coercive field of soft with hard ferromagnetic 

material. 

The types of applications for soft magnetic materials fall into two main categories: 

alternative magnetic field (AMF) and static magnetic field. In static magnetic field 

applications the material is magnetized in order to perform an operation and then 

demagnetized at the conclusion of the operation, as an example the electromagnet on 

a crane at a scrap yard will be switched on to attract the scrap metal and then switched 

off to drop. In AMF applications the material will be continuously cycled from being 

magnetized in one direction to the other, throughout the period of operation. A high 

permeability will be desirable for each type of application but the significance of the 
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other properties such as remanence. 

For AMF applications the important consideration is how much energy is lost in 

the system as the material is cycled around its hysteresis and the time delay of response. 

[58] The energy loss can originate from three different sources: hysteresis loss, which 

is related to the area contained within the hysteresis loop where the remanence of such 

a material; it can be can be reduced by the reduction of the intrinsic coercive field, 

with a consequent reduction in the area contained within the hysteresis loop. The 

anomalous losses can be reduced by having a completely homogenous material, single 

crystal, for example, within which there will be no hindrance to the motion of domain 

walls. [59] The final one is eddy current loss, which is related to the generation of 

electric currents in the magnetic material and the associated resistive, thermal and 

anomalous loss, which is related to the movement of domain walls within the material.  

The magnetic moment of a soft magnetic particle generally is smaller than that 

of large ferromagnetic microparticle under the same external field strength. Resulting 

the magnetic force acted on a soft magnetic particle will be smaller, which will result 

in slower magnetic inducing processes. However, the advantage of soft magnetic 

particles is the possibility to simply “switch off” the magnetic effects by removing the 
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magnetic induction field as the particles are considered to be non-interacting. [60] 

 

1.5 Magnetorheological elastomer 

Materials whose properties vary considerably, or coupling strongly with, in the 

presence of an external stimulus are known as smart materials. [61, 62] Various 

magnetic smart materials have been identified and studied intently. The most 

important are magnetic suspensions, ferrofluids, magnetostrictive materials and 

magnetic shape-memory alloys. [63-70] Magnetic suspensions are complex fluids 

whose rheological characteristics, viscosity, shear rate change significantly in the 

presence of a magnetic field. [71, 72] 

Materials whose mechanical and rheological properties can be varied by the 

application of external magnetic field can be divided into three major groups: solid 

hard bodies, magnetic fluids or suspensions, and MR elastomers. [73] A MR elastomer 

is defined as a material composed of magnetic particles aligned in a polymer medium 

by exposure to a magnetic field, thus having elastic and/or magnetic anisotropic 

properties. [74] It has drawn a lot of interest owing to their dynamic response and their 

potential usage in smart composite or devices. These devices depend heavily on their 
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ability to respond to magnetic field changes, which is fascinating and crucial for 

maintaining and regulating normal functions. Composites consist of magnetically 

'hard' or 'soft' particles embedded in polymeric scaffolding were employed in a 

remarkably wide range of applications. Including media magnetic data storage, 

magnetic position sensors, flexible magnets, electromagnetic shielding drug delivery, 

tissue engineering, biosensors, many forms of active diagnosis, microelectronics, 

micromagnetic dynamic actuators, and magneto-mechanics. [75-82] 

[75] 

Figure 1-16 Schemes depicting the different types of magnetic responsive 

materials obtained from the doping of various polymers with magnetic particles 
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and illustrations of their response when exposed to a static magnetic field or 

AMF. 

1.5.1 Characteristic of dopant in MR elastomer 

Under the stimulation of a magnetic field upon fabrication of these composites 

can possess anisotropic mechanical, [83] electrical transport, [84] and magnetic 

properties due to the chain-like particle structures that result from the magnetic dipole 

interactions between particles. [85] It consists of soft composite materials which 

comprise of magnetically polarizable particles like iron in a soft polymer matrix. 

Under magnetic field stimulates, the mechanical behavior of the composite is dictated 

by superposition of these magnetic particle interactions and elastic forces of the 

elastomer matrix. It has led to vast research opportunities in the field of mechanical 

actuation. 

Typically, carbonyl iron particles are added to the polymer material prior to 

crosslinking of elastomer. The fabrication methods involved preventive ways of 

aggregation of magnetized particles. Usually prior to and during crosslinking, a strong 

external field (magnetic or electrical) is applied to the composite. Changing these 

magnetic polarizable particle properties: size, surface area, solubility, permeability, 
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shape of magnetize results a desired mechanical properties. Typical micron-sized 

magnetic polarizable particles will support hundreds of magnetic domains, maximum 

inter-particle attraction and the maximum magnetorheological effect is increased by 

choosing a particle material with high saturation magnetization Fe, Co and Ni are the 

most important metals as magnetic materials since they are unique ferromagnetic 

elements at room temperature. Although generally particles with spherical shape 

obtained from the thermal decomposition of iron pentacarbonyl are commonly used. 

Alloys of iron and cobalt are known to have a slightly higher saturation magnetization 

(up to 2.4 Tesla) and low conceive field. It has also been used in MR elastomer. Typical 

particle volume fractions are between 0.1 and 2.5. Figure 1-17 show the relationship 

the typical magnetization response of a MR elastomer under external magnetic field. 
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[35] 

Figure 1-17 Room temperature magnetization of the Fe-Ni-Co doped magnetic 

elastomer versus magnetic field measured by VSM. 

The combination of the magnetic and the elastic properties leads to a number of 

striking phenomena that are exhibited in response to imposed magnetic field. Giant 

deformational effect, tunable elastic modulus, non-homogeneous deformation and 

quick response to the magnetic field are required. 
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1.5.2 Characteristics of polymer packaging MR elastomer 

A material which is intended for use as a magnetic actuator must be both flexible 

and have a large magnetic permeability. However, as a rule of thumb, adding high-

modulus magnetic particles to a composite to achieve higher magnetic permeability 

generally increases the modulus of the composite, resulting in a less flexible structure. 

A method for determining the response of a composite for optimal loading of magnetic 

particles will result in the most responsive material. 

Attempts to fabricate MR materials have been performed using soft materials 

such as synthetic polymer gels, [86] silicone elastomers, [86] and rubbers. The 

advantages of the process ability of polymer host are that they can be formed into 

objects with numerous forms or dimension. Many details of the past investigations 

about MR gels and elastomers have been reviewed in the literatures. [87, 88] The 

stability of magnetic particles in MR elastomer is superior to that in MR fluids because 

of the high viscosity of MR solids, as the sedimentation of magnetic particles does not 

take place easily in MR solids. However, the MR elastomer’s response via strain 

induction is generally small compared to that of fluids. This originates mainly because 

the magnetic particle is difficult to move and form a chain structure in the solid 
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polymer agglomeration. Large macromolecule polymer-based materials are the most 

developed and studied, owing to their high versatility and ability to dramatically alter 

their intrinsic properties as a function of small environmental changes. [89, 90] Indeed, 

the huge development of synthesis and successes in polymer chemistry allows a proper 

design of well-defined macromolecules that can incorporate stimuli-responsive 

building blocks for most of the magnetic mechanical coupling application. Combined 

effects of magnetic orientation, and temperature induced phase transition, such as from 

nematic to isotropic phase as magnetic particles co-operated with a polymer material 

having its own properties, [91] they can produce a large variety of magnetic responsive 

polymer composites. Polymer matrix incorporated with magnetic particles combine 

the favorable properties of magnetic material with simple and economical processing 

sequences of polymers with low Young’s modulus to achieve large deflections, or 

extension. [60] 

In many cases for MR elastomer, the relative change in the storage modulus (the 

ratio of storage modules at magnetic field to off-fields) was several times or less. 

Consequently a better colloidal stability favors their usage, stability upon fabrication 

or homogeneous dispersion within a typical polymer matrix. A highly elastic magnetic 
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composite with a homogeneous distribution of magnetic particles has been shown that 

the magnetic properties of these materials are similar to those of magnetic powders 

that are fillers of composites. The introduction concept with highly reliable, and robust, 

modular automated composite. Such systems generate a minimum of consumables. 

 

Figure 1-18 Mechanical response of a typical MR elastomer under various 

magnetic field strength. 

 

The MR elastomer is not highly sensitive to contaminants or impurities that are 

commonly encountered during manufacture and usage. Further, because the magnetic 
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polarization mechanism is basically not affected by the surface morphogen chemistry 

of surfactants and additives, it is usually straightforward to stabilize. Organic polymer 

materials such as silicone elastomer and Polyimide can also be used to achieve larger 

deflections in various forms due to their low Young’s modulus and high Poisson’s ratio. 

Silicone elastomer is especially promising because of the extremely low stiffness and 

high tear tolerance. This work employs magnetic elastomers reported in the literature 

targets at the tuning of optical properties with a magnetic field, while numerous 

instances of iron particles dispersed in a silicone elastomer have been reported. [92, 

93] Magnetic elastomers can also be obtained from soft magnetic particles dispersed 

in poly (dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) owning to the prior functionalization of the 

particle surface with PDMS chain silicone polymer would be absorbed directly onto 

the surface of these magnetic particles, [93], with the ability to low cost mass 

production. 

 

1.5.3 Mechanism of MR elastomer 

When magnetic polarizable particles are incorporated into elastomeric polymer 

scaffolds, controlled deformations can be obtained, such as stretching or contraction 
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of a cylinder, bending of an elongated sample, deflection of a membrane, chaining of 

microparticles, rotation of anisotropic objects, or rupture of a capsule. [75] 

Unlike ferrofluid, carrier liquid could lead to the formation of a network of 

particles agglomerates throughout the suspension. This result the magnetorheological 

fluid reversibly changes from a liquid state to a semi-solid state in the presence of a 

magnetic field with a weak stress and low strain induction. Elastic characteristics of 

MR elastomer such as yield stress and apparent strain can quickly be controlled by 

applying a magnetic field. In the presence of an external magnetic field, MR elastomer 

was characterized by a field-dependent yield stress and an increase in elastic modulus. 

Consider its structure, magnetic field responsive elastomers can be thought as 

solid that analogs to a magnetic field responsive fluid. Like many field responsive 

fluids, field responsive elastomers are composed of magnetic polarizable particles 

dispersed in a polymer medium. Its physical response and field sensitivity of these 

elastomers is very similar with ferrofluid. However, there are some distinct differences 

in the way in which these two classes of materials are typically intended to operate. 

The most noteworthy is that the particle chains within the magnetic elastomer are 

intended to always operate in the pre-yield regime, the operation simultaneously 
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commerce with the application of magnetic field. While ferrofluid typically operate 

within a post-yield continuous shear and flow regime, this is due to the response time 

required to form chains or agglomerates in quiescent conditions for ferrofluild. The 

responsibility of field responsive fluids is defined as their field dependent yield stress 

while the strength of field responsive elastomers is typically characterized by their 

field dependent modulus. The formation of chains is in the order of milliseconds. [94] 

If the AMF has a high frequency, the stresses generated by MR elastomers also appear 

on milliseconds. Except in highly viscous host materials, the ubiquitous chains of 

particles eventually aggregate into multichain columns or stripes. The aggregates 

typically vary with time with the magnetic field strength applied. [95] The nature of 

the short range of the magnetic force dominates both the microscopic and macroscopic 

mechanics of magnetized MR materials, which act as brittle viscoelastic solids under 

dynamic mechanical loading, exhibiting mechanical nonlinearity even at very small 

strains. [96] 
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Figure 1-19 Various responds of MR elastomer in different structural forms and 

composition, (a) Soft, Magnetic Field-Driven hydrogel actuators with muscle-

Like flexibility. (b) MR silicone loaded with soft iron pre-aligned under a field. 

(c) Deflection of different membranes, under the same magnetic field under 

increasing weight ratios of magnetic polarizable particle and membrane (weight 

ratio = 2) for increasing field strength (right). [75] 
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Typically, magnetic fields are applied to the polymer composite during 

crosslinking in order to form a chained columnar magnetic responsive particle 

structure has come locked in place after curing of the elastomer. Such processing has 

been used for some time to impart special anisotropic properties of viscoelastic 

materials. [96]  

The resulting structure would itself be useful in a variety of applications ranging 

from biocompatible magnetic hyperthermia agents to magneto-mechanical actuation, 

with huge advantages such as larger change in dimensions, no contact actuation, lower 

power consumption, and the avoidance of the high voltages needed for ER fluids. 

 

1.6 Motivation of research 

In most reports, the term of magneto luminescence occurred under the influence 

of externally applied magnetic field, which does not mean the magnetic-induced 

luminescence (MIL). Magneto luminescence has previously been observed in some 

luminescence systems, such as semiconductor nanostructures and organic compounds 

under various special effects. Notably, the ML effects typically occur under extreme 
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conditions of high magnetic field and low temperature. By comparison, the realization 

of light-emission stimulated by magnetic field faces an even greater challenge and 

hence the phenomenon of intrinsic MIL is extremely rare. The long-standing problem 

limits hindering potential applications of both magnetic and luminescent materials. It 

is worthy of attention that the availability of various types of laminate structures with 

great flexibility of design makes it possible to tailor their properties via interfacial 

coupling. By considering that the direct magnetic–luminescence coupling is 

exceptionally difficult to realize in a single phase, the development of composite 

laminates may be an alternative solution to tackle the major problem at this stage, 

particularly the practical approach based on composite laminates should be favorable 

for many magnetic applications. In the real world, magnetic fields exist in many 

systems, and therefore the detection of magnetic field is essential for environmental 

surveillance, mineral exploring, and safety monitoring. For example, the large 

magnetic flux generated from a grid-connected power wire can be used to monitor 

power consumption of electric appliances in the power industry. It is known that 

conventional magnetic sensing materials and devices are restricted to employing the 

conversion from magnetic field input to electric signal output, such as Hall, 
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magnetoresistive, and magneto-electric effects, as well as recently developed magnetic 

Tribo-nanogenerator. Therefore, it would be very attractive if MIL-based laminate 

materials and devices are conceived, which are capable of showing the ability of 

responding and harvesting energy from magnetic fields. In contrast to conventional 

magnetic sensors, the MIL-based devices enjoy competitive advantages, the major 

advantages of magnetic induction is the possibility of having a non-contact remote 

control including real-time visualization, remote sensing without making electrical 

contact, nondestructive and noninvasive detection. 

 

1.7 Scope of work 

This thesis describes the experimental investigation of magnet induced 

luminescence by laminated composite and alternative magnetic field. The objectives 

of this research are to realize and control the luminescence intensity and wavelength 

of metal ions doped zinc sulfide, to study the luminescent properties of the phosphor 

and explore the possibility to be used practically in MIL applications. 

This thesis consists of five chapters. Chapter 1 gives an introduction on the ML, 

magnetic material, fundamental concept and overview of PL, photoluminescence and 
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magnetic elastomer. Some literature review is also given on the luminescent 

mechanism of ML. The development and status of ML phosphors are discussed. 

In Chapter 2, all the characterization techniques that have been used in the present 

study are addressed. In view of fabrication, a brief description of the fundamental 

mechanisms of 3D printing, spin coating is provided. The working principles of some 

primary characterization equipment, for example, vibrating sample magnetometer 

(VSM) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) are also included. 

In Chapter 3, the property of magnetic induced luminescence is a critical issue. 

Fabrication and characterization of Al, Cu and Mn doped ZnS phosphor in PDMS 

introduced. An emphasis is placed in the parameter of the magnetic field applied to 

the properties of light emitted from various phosphor. 

Chapter 4 presents the ideas of various applications of MIL, including the further 

tuning of MIL emission with doping of YAG: Ce phosphor and Eu doped Ca, SrS 

phosphor. The results and discussion on the persistence photoluminescent spectra are 

explained. 

The conclusions of the thesis with a summary of the significant results of the 

present investigation and future work are presented in Chapter 5. 
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Chapter 2 Experimental techniques 

The composites fabrication, structural and luminescent characterization of the 

MIL will be introduced in this chapter.  

 

2.1 Composite fabrication 

The phosphors presented were bought from Lonco Company Limited. They were 

synthesized by Osram Sylvania, a worldwide supplier of electroluminescent phosphor 

which supplies the phosphor used in cell phones, pagers, automotive interiors, 

handheld computers. Or any means which requires a thin and cold lighting background. 

These phosphors are comparatively better than the traditional phosphor in terms of 

particle size, morphology, crystallinity, reaction temperature and duration. The thin 

films were prepared by spin coating or 3D printing, which is recognized as a powerful 

technique for growing high-quality complicated-structure macroscopic films on 

different types of substrates. The laminates composite were prepared by dip coating. 

2.1.1 Spin coating 

Spin coating is a procedure used to deposit uniform thin films to flat substrates. 
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Usually a small amount of coating material is applied at the center of the substrate, 

which is either spinning at low speed or not spinning at all. 

Spin coating has been used for years for the fabrication of thin films. A typical 

process involves depositing a small puddle of a fluid resin onto the center of a substrate 

a then spinning the substrate at high RPM. Centripetal acceleration will cause the resin 

to spread to, and eventually off, the edge of the substrate leaving a thin film of resin 

on the surface. Final film thickness and other properties will depend on the nature of 

the resin (viscosity, drying rate, percent solids, surface tension, etc.) and the 

parameters chosen for the spin process. Factors such as final rotational speed, 

acceleration, and fume exhaust contribute to how the properties of coated films are 

defined. 

A typical spin process consists of a dispense step in which the resin fluid is 

deposited onto the substrate surface, a high-speed spin step to thin the fluid, and a 

drying step to eliminate excess solvents from the resulting film. Two common methods 

of dispense are static dispenses, and dynamic dispenses. As most of the spin coating 

process is static dispense. Here give a brief discussion on the process. 

Static dispense is depositing a small puddle of fluid in the center of the substrate. 
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This can range from 1 to 10 ml depending on the viscosity of the fluid and the size of 

the substrate to be coated. High viscosity fluid or larger substrates typically required 

a larger puddle to ensure full coverage of the substrate during the high-speed spin step. 

After the dispense step it is common to accelerate to a relatively high speed to thin the 

fluid to near its final desired thickness. Typical spin speeds in this step range from 

1500-6000 RPM, depending on the properties of the fluid as well as the substrate. This 

step can take from 10 seconds to several minutes. The combination of spin speed and 

time selected for this step will generally define the final film thickness. In general, 

higher spin speeds and longer spin times create thinner films. The spin coating process 

involves a large number of variables that tend to cancel and average out during the 

spin process and it is best to allow sufficient time for this to occur. A separate drying 

step is sometimes added after the high speed spin step to further dry the film without 

substantially thinning it. This can be advantageous for thick films since long drying 

times may be necessary to increase the physical stability of the film before handling. 

Without the drying step, problems can occur during handling, such as pouring off the 

side of the substrate when removing it from the spin bowl. In this case, a moderate 

spin speed of about 25% of the high-speed spin will generally suffice to aid in drying 
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the film without significantly changing the film thickness. Each program on a spin 

coater may contain up to ten separate process steps. While most spin processes require 

only two or three, this allows the maximum amount of flexibility for complex spin 

coating requirements. 

 

Figure 2-1 Schemes depicting the spin coating process. 

 

Ease of fabrication and processing are the obvious advantages. The disadvantage 

of spin coating is that it is an inherent batch (single substrate) process and therefore 

relatively low throughput compared to roll-to-roll processes. Faster drying times can 

also lead to lower performance for some particular nano-technologies (small molecule 

OFETs for example) which require time to self-assemble and/or crystallize. Finally, 

the material usage is typically very low at around 10% or less with the rest being flung 

off the side and wasted. Whilst this is not usually an issue for research environments 

it is clearly wasteful for manufacturing. 
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2.1.2 3D printing 

3D printing, also known as additive manufacturing, is a process used to 

synthesize a three-dimensional object. Generally 3D printing is the process of 

successive layers of material forming via computer control to create an object. These 

objects can be of almost any shape or geometry, and are produced from a 3D model or 

other electronic data base. 

Early Additive Manufacturing (AM) equipment and materials were developed in 

the 1980s. Generally there are two AM fabricating methods of a three-dimensional 

plastic model with photo-hardening polymer, where the UV exposure area is 

controlled by a mask pattern or the scanning fiber transmitter. The term 3D printing 

originally referred to a process employing standard and custom inkjet print heads. The 

technology used by most 3D printers to date fused deposition modeling, a special 

application of plastic extrusion, including microcasting and sprayed materials, the 

technologies all share the common theme of sequential-layer material addition/joining 

throughout a 3D work envelope under automated control. In addition, sacrificial and 

support materials had also become more common, enabling new object geometries. 

There are essentially three stages in the 3D printing process. Initially, the product 
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was first designed and draw with computer software such as CAD or Solidwork. The 

commands then insert into the printer. Subsequently, the ejected product, in the form 

of common PLA or ABS polymer is transported to sequential-layer joining throughout 

a 3D work envelope under automated control. The output product will then process a 

filing and finishing. Eventually, the product is available for application. 

 

Figure 2-2 A photograph of the in house 3D printer. 

3D printing provides a wide variety of manufactured products, including 

customizable products and even an individual’s personal designs. It producing a more 

quickly go from just a design to an actual prototype, with speed for a large number of 

end products at ease.   

One of the most innovative products of 3D printing is the manufacturing of 
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customizable human body parts or organs. While these usages are still experimental, 

the potential advantages are huge. Providing quick and reliable building and replacing 

critical organs have almost no chance of donor rejection as the organs will be built 

using the patients’ unique characters and DNA.  

However, it also inherent a few limitations, currently, 3D printers only 

manufacture products out of plastic, resin, certain metals, and ceramics. 3D printing 

of products in mixed materials and technology, such as circuit boards, are still under 

development. 

Also 3D printing limited with the size of the products that they can create. 

Ultimately, large items, such as houses and building, could be created by using 3D 

printers. 

 

2.2 Characterization  

The phosphors and composites have been characterized using several common 

techniques to acquire information on their structural and luminescent properties. 
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2.2.1 Scanning electron microscopy 

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) operates through focusing electron beam 

over the surface of a specimen in a high vacuum chamber. The morphologies of 

composites were obtained using JEOL-JSM 6335F field-emission scanning electron 

microscope.  

 

Figure 2-3 A photograph of SEM in the laboratory. 

The field emission system works by ejecting electrons from the Ti filament by an 

external high voltage, 5kV. The electric field lowers the potential barrier between the 

vacuum energy level and the electrons, allowing them to tunnel through the barrier. 

Secondary electrons, backscattered electrons, are produced when the electrons interact 
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with the specimen. Hence, high-resolution images, specific morphological properties 

such as distribution of elements and components can be obtained. Nonconducting 

material may not be analyzed by SEM directly, and an abnormal contrast may be 

resulted from the uneven distribution of negative charges building up gradually from 

bombardment by the high-energy electron beam. A Layer of gold (~10-20 nm in 

thickness) is coated onto the sample to enhance the emission of secondary and 

backscattered electrons as well as to eliminate the charging effect. 

 

2.2.2 Vibrating sample magnetometer 

A vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM) operates on Faraday's Law of induction, 

which demonstrated the changing of magnetic field will produce an electric field. This 

electric field can be measured and give rise to information about the changing 

magnetic field. A VSM is used to measure the magnetic behavior of magnetic 

materials. It operates by first placing the sample to be studied in a constant magnetic 

field. If the sample is magnetic, this constant magnetic field will magnetize the sample 

by aligning with the field its corresponding magnetic domains, individual magnetic 

spins. The Figure 2-4 show the VSM employed. 
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Figure 2-4 A photograph of VSM in the laboratory. 

 

The stronger the magnetic field, the larger the magnetization will be. The 

magnetic dipole moment of the sample will create a magnetic field around the sample, 

sometimes called the magnetic stray field. As the sample is moved up and down, this 

magnetic stray field is changing as a function of time and can be sensed by a set of 

pick-up coils. 

As the magnetic stray field moves up and down, will cause an electric field in the 

pick-up coils according to Faraday's Law of Induction. This current will be 

proportional to the magnetization of the sample. The greater the magnetization, the 

greater the induced current is. 

The induction current is amplified by an amplifier, with the whole system is 
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connected to a computer interface. Under a controlling and monitoring software, the 

system can give details on the sample’s ability of magnetized and how its 

magnetization depends on the strength of the constant magnetic field. 

 

2.2.3 Luminescent spectroscopy 

The luminescence spectroscopy measures the energy levels of the luminescence 

centers, which are related to the physical nature of the center, and estimate the 

energetic and dynamic processes that the center undergoes. The luminescence 

properties of a phosphor are usually characterized by its excitation and emission 

spectra, brightness, and decay time. 
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Figure 2-5 A photograph of PL measurement system in the laboratory. 

 

The fundamental concepts of luminescence are discussed in Chapter 1. The 

relationship between the wavelength and the intensity of the emitted light from a 

sample excited by an appropriate excitation light source of constant energy, an 

excitation spectrum is obtained. The dependence of photoluminescence intensity on 

the frequency or wavelength of the exciting light refers to an excitation spectrum. 

Simultaneous study of excitation spectra in phosphor yields valuable information 

about the energy spectrum of matter. 
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2.2.4 Spectrometer 

The detector used for the USB4000 is a charge transfer device (CCD) that has a 

fixed well depth (capacitor) associated with each photodetector (pixel).  

 

Figure 2-6 A photograph of spectrometer in the laboratory. 

 

A spectrometer is an apparatus to measure an optical emission spectrum. A 

spectrum recorded by the spectrometer that shows intensity as a function of 

wavelength, of frequency, of time decay. The Ocean Optics USB4000 Spectrometer 

includes an advanced detector and powerful high-speed electronics to provide both a 

high spectral response and high optical resolution. The result is a compact, flexible 

system, with no moving parts, a few triggering options, a dark-level correction during 

temperature change. It is responsive from 200-1100 nm and can be configured with 

various Ocean Optics optical bench accessories, light sources and sampling optics, to 

create application-specific systems for thousands of absorbance, reflection and 
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emission applications.  

Basic operator of the detector used for the USB4000 is a charge transfer device 

(CCD) that has a fixed well depth (capacitor) associated with each photodetector 

(pixel). The first step in detection process is to direct light through a fiber optic cable 

into the spectrometer through a narrow aperture known as an entrance slit. The slit 

vignettes the light and they enter the spectrometer. In most spectrometers, the 

divergent light is then collimated by a concave mirror and directed onto a grating. The 

grating disperses the spectral components of the light at slightly varying angles, which 

is then focused by a second concave mirror and imaged onto the detector.  

Once the light is imaged onto the detector, the photons are then converted into 

electrons which are digitized and read out through a USB. The software then 

interpolates the signal based on the number of pixels in the detector and the linear 

dispersion of the diffraction grating to create a calibration that enables the data to be 

plotted as a function of wavelength over the given spectral range. This data can then 

be used and manipulated in countless spectroscopic applications. 
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2.2.5 Spectroradiometer 

The design of Spectroradiometer includes spectrally based photometric and 

calorimetric measurements, source spectral power distribution, dominant wavelength 

and correlated color temperature quick and simple. The measurement can be a cosine 

receptor for irradiance/ illuminance. The essential components of a Spectroradiometer 

consist input optics that gather the electromagnetic radiation from the source, a 

monochromator separating light into its component wavelengths and a detector, and a 

control and logging system to define data and store it. 

 

Figure 2-7 A photograph of spectroradiometer in the laboratory. 
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2.2.6 AC magnetic field system 

A self-designed lab-made AC magnetic field system which can generate a 

magnetic field strength of 3.5 kOe with 400 Hz was set up to investigate and 

characterization of MIL. It consists of 4 main parts: (i) a high speed brush motor, 

which is used to generate rotation of the magnet; (ii) a NdFeB axial magnetized 

magnet with the remanence of 0.6 T; (iii) a PWM modulator to control the RPM of 

the motor from 0 to 22000, which in turn the frequency of magnetic field 

measurements and (iv) a couple of carjacks to adjust the distance of the composites 

from the magnet. The frequency of the magnetic field is countered by a hall probe, 

counter as the magnet rotates. The corresponding magnetic field strength with distance 

relationship is recorded precisely with a hall probe, thickness gauge and an optical 

carjacks.  

A longitudinal AMF is prepared in a similar way. It was set up to investigate the 

performances and characteristics of the wafer sized MIL display. A sample holder is 

driven by a motor. Simulate the AC magnetic field with 50 Hz. 
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Figure 2-8 A schematic of homemade AC magnetic field system in the laboratory. 

 

Chapter 3  Observation of Magnetic induced 

luminescence 

In this chapter, the mechanism of the magnetic induced luminescence (MIL) via 

strain-mediated coupling is presented. Then, the facile fabrication method of MIL 

composite laminates is demonstrated. The relationships between MIL intensity and 

amplitude or frequency of magnetic field are investigated. Moreover, the transient 

response of MIL and optical performance are discussed. This work has been featured 

in Frontispiece, and highlighted as "Materials: Magnetic opportunities" by Chief 
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Editor, Dr. Oliver, Graydon in "News and Views", Nature Photonics, 9, 558 (2015). 

 

Figure 3-1 Frontispiece of Advanced Materials and highlighted by Nature 

Photonics. 

3.1 Mechanism of MIL  

Wang proposed piezophotonic effect, which is a three-way coupling among 

piezoelectricity, luminescence and semiconductor behavior (Figure 3-1 shows). [23] 

 

Figure 3-2 Schematic diagram illustrating the field of piezophotonics and MIL. 
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In this work, we have proposed a practical approach to design and fabricate 

composite laminate systems composed of magnetic actuator and phosphor materials. 

The novel MIL phenomenon has first been observed from the flexible composite 

laminates via strain-mediated coupling, resulting in the green and white light 

emissions by the naked eyes.  

[35] 

Figure 3-3 MIL effect based on strain-mediated magnetoluminescent coupling 

in two phases of magnetic elastomer and mechanoluminescence phosphor. 

 

Figure 3-2 depicts a strategy of practical approach to realize MIL in this work, 
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namely strain-mediated magnetoluminescent coupling in two phases where the 

magnetic and photon parameters arise in separate but intimately connected phases. 

Such MIL is a result of the product of the magnetostrictive (magnetic/mechanical) 

effect from the magnetic phase and mechanoluminescence (mechanical/luminescent) 

effect in the phosphor one. According to previous studies, the total luminescence 

intensity of mechanoluminescence is proportional to the strain and its rate of change, 

which is written as strains (𝜎).  

I𝑇 = 𝜎
𝜕𝜎

𝜕𝑡
 

It is apparent that the static DC magnetic field is unable to excite the luminescence 

because of ∂H/∂t = 0.  

For alternative magnetic field, the magnetic field can be given as, 

H=H0 sinωt = √2Hrms sinωt, 

H0 is the maximum value of the magnetic field 

Assume that an external magnetic field (H) is applied to the two phases system and 

the strain coupled is given as (𝜎). A magnetostrictive coefficient in a magnetic-phase 

can then be described by 
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𝑐 =
𝜕𝐻

𝜕𝜎
 

In our cases, the emission intensity from our composite triggered by magnetic 

field can be therefore expressed as: 

𝐼 = 𝑐𝜎
𝜕𝐻

𝜕𝑡
 

For some magnetic elastomer maintaining the linear relationship of 𝜎 and H 

with correlation coefficient k under certain operation range, the equation can be 

rewritten 

𝐼 = 𝑐𝑘𝐻
𝜕𝐻

𝜕𝑡
𝑑𝑡 

The total luminescence intensity of MIL can be approximately by integrating the 

equation when taking  

𝐼𝑇 = ∫ 𝑐𝑘𝐻
𝜕𝐻

𝜕𝑡
𝑑𝑡

𝑇

0

 

Solving for a period T give,  

𝐼𝑇 =
1

2
𝑐𝑘𝐻𝑟𝑚𝑠

2                           (1) 

Hence, the total luminescence intensity of MIL is proportional to the magnetic field 

coupling and correlation coefficient. Additionally, MIL intensity will depend on the 

amplitude and frequency of the input magnetic field. It should be noticed that this 

novel equation is valid only in a low frequency magnetic field excitation. As there may 
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be mechanical damping or photon quenching from the phosphor occur, which will be 

discussed in later chapter. 

Figure 3-2 shows that the MIL composite laminates are multiphase rods consisted 

of the composite of metal-ion-doped ZnS microparticles mixed to 

polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) and another composite of magnetic Fe–Co–Ni alloy 

particles mixed to PDMS. ZnS is chosen as phosphor host here because of its excellent 

piezoelectricity. Previous studies have proven that the piezoelectric potential 

generated is able of triggering the luminescent center of metal-ion dopants. Resulting 

light emissions when the flexible composites of metal-ion-doped ZnS microparticles 

embedded in PDMS are stimulated by external strain. The structure of the laminates 

composite of MIL consists of multiphase rods consisted of the composite. Each rod 

consisted of the composite phase of metal-ion-doped ZnS microparticles mixed to 

PDMS and another phase of the composite of MR elastomer with soft magnetic Fe–

Co–Ni alloy particles mixed to PDMS. The novel MIL phenomenon has first been 

observed from the flexible composite laminates via strain-mediated coupling, resulting 

in the green and white light emissions. 
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3.2 Fabrication of flexible MIL composite laminates 

The flexible phosphor composite was made of metal ion-doped ZnS particles and 

PDMS. Metal ion-doped ZnS powders (green: ZnS: Al, Cu (GGS42) or white: ZnS: 

Al, Cu, Mn (GG73), Global Tungsten & Powders Co.) were homogeneously mixed 

into a PDMS.  

Acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS) mold composed of 25 holes, each with a 

diameter of 1 mm and a depth of 5 mm was made via 3 D printing, 

 

Figure 3-4 3-D printed ABS mold. 

Simultaneously, another mold was fabricated by polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA), 

also consists of 25 elements, each with a diameter of 0.5 mm and a length of 3 mm.  

Then, ZnS: Al, Cu/ ZnS: Al, Cu, Mn microparticles with the average size of 23 µm 

were uniformly mixed. The PDMS consists of base and crosslink at a weight ratio of 
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10:1. Consequently, metal ion-doped ZnS based powders (70 wt. %) and the PDMS 

host (30 wt. %) comprise the flexible phosphor composite. The mixture was poured 

into the PMMA mold.  

 

Figure 3-5 PMMA mold for fabrication of the MIL phosphor phase. 

After curing the composite at 70 °C for 2 h, the rods were extracted and inserted into 

each hole of the ABS mold which half filled with magnetic responsive polymer. The 

MR elastomer consists of magnetic Fe–Co–Ni alloy particles (75 wt. %) with the 

average size of 100 µm embedded in uncured PDMS host (25 wt. %). Then, the 

samples were degassed for 30 min to ensure good adhesion between the ML phase and 

the Fe–Co–Ni alloy particle-doped uncured PDMS. After degassing, the mold was put 

into the oven at 110 °C for 24 h to cure the polymer. After removal of the ABS mold, 

multiphase composites with magnetic actuator phase and mechanoluminescence 
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phosphor phase can be obtained. 

 

3.3 Results and discussion 

3.3.1 Relationship between MIL and frequency of magnetic 

field 

When applying a magnetic field with the frequency of 26–50 Hz, the 

luminescence spectra of Al, Cu-doped ZnS, and Al, Cu, Mn-doped ZnS phosphors 

combined with MR elastomer are shown in Figure 3-3 and Figure 3-4. From Figures 

3-3 and 3-4 we can see that the obtained MIL emission profiles are quite similar to the 

previous observation from PL, EL, and ML spectra from the metal-ion doped ZnS 

phosphors. [34, 97] When the magnetic field induced a strain from the MR elastomer 

and give rise to a piezoelectric field in the metal-ion-doped ZnS, the carriers in the 

luminescent center are excited to a higher energy level. Luminescence is then induced 

by the electron–hole (e–h) recombination. ZnS ML capacity process a non-symmetric 

crystal structure, such that during deformation, a piezoelectric field was induced inside. 

This piezoelectric field then excited theses charge carrier in the luminescent center and 

as photon emission as they relax. The “luminescent center” means the metal ions 
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doped in the ZnS crystal. It can be regarded as a defect state. It is inside the energy 

band gap of the ZnS host. For example, luminescent centers were introduced by doping 

Cu+ ions that replace Zn2+ ions in the host lattice. Due to a non-equivalent 

substitution, two kinds of defects can be simultaneously created as described by 

equation.  

Cu+ + Zn2+ → [Cu𝑍𝑛
+]

𝑜
+ V𝑍𝑛

∙ 

The Cu+ related defects carrying one negative charge act as the trapping centers 

of hole. And correspondingly, the Al3+ related defects carrying one positive charge 

acts as the trapping centers of electron, to participate in the trap-related luminescent 

processes. 

As in Figure 3-3, the dominant peak is seen at 509 nm, while in Figure 3-4 

measured from Al, Cu, Mn-doped ZnS, there are two main peaks centered at 525 nm 

and 588 nm. The luminescence intensity of MIL varies with frequency when it ranges 

from 10 Hz to 50 Hz, shown in Figure 3-5. It is noticeable that the MIL intensity 

increases linearly when increasing f, which is consistent with the proposed MIL model 

in the low frequency range as discussed. 
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Figure 3-6 Emission spectra of ZnS: Al, Cu phosphor based MIL composite 

under AMF of various frequencies. 
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Figure 3-7 Emission spectra of ZnS: Al, Cu, Mn phosphor based MIL composite 

under AMF of various frequencies. 
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Figure 3-8 A linear relation between luminescence intensity of ZnS: Al, Cu 

phosphor based MIL and low frequency of magnetic field. 
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Figure 3-9 Emission spectra of ZnS: Al, Cu phosphor based MIL under a high 

frequency of AMF. 

In order to obtain blue color MIL, we tested the ZnS: Al, Cu phosphor based MIL 

composite at high frequency of alternative magnetic field. In this measurement, AMF 

with maximum frequency of 366 Hz was initially switched on and retained at Hrms= 

2.5 kOe at room temperature then decrease the frequency of AMF gradually. When 

the frequency varied from 91 Hz to 375 Hz, the peak of the emission intensity has a 

shifted from 509 nm to 472 nm, as shown in Figure 3-6. The color change from green 
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to blue can be observed by naked eyes. The peak of the emission spectra at 91 Hz is 

located about 500 nm (green) while the peak of the emission spectra at 366 Hz shift to 

lower wavelength and it is peaked at 472 nm (blue). This spectral blue shift of MIL is 

consistent with blue EL enhancement at higher electrical frequencies. The reason for 

the spectral shift is difficult to describe in detail at the current stage. A tentative 

explanation of this phenomenon is proposed based on the presence of two different 

phases of the MIL materials, resulting in two emission sites. We purposed the 

mechanism based on figure 3.4, the MIL peak observed corresponding to the transition 

between AlZn and CuZn, as it is under a low frequency magnetic field excitation. The 

deeper charge carriers in these two sites be excited. Therefore, only emission at 2.42 

eV be observed and the green emission dominated. 

The Vs to CuZn transition can occur only when the charge carrier injection rate 

increases with the existence of the remnant piezo-potential. Such that charge carrier 

can obtain more energy to commence this shallower charge traps donor acceptor type 

recombination. This can happen only due at a high frequency magnetic stimuli. Result 

in primary blue emissions. 
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Figure 3-10 Intensity of ZnS: Al, Cu phosphor based MIL under a high 

frequency of AMF. 

To further investigate the influence of high frequency of magnetic field on the 

blue MIL intensity, Figure 3-7 shows the spectrum of ZnS: Al, Cu phosphor with 

frequency changed from 200 Hz to 400 Hz. The MIL emission wavelength at 472 nm 

first increased with increasing frequency and then reached a saturated value at 250 Hz. 

As the magnetic field frequency increases beyond 300 Hz, the intensity of MIL 

reduced shapely with increasing frequency of magnetic field. It was first suspected to 
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be the physical dimension of the MIL composite caused various respond delay. 

Therefore, another MIL composite with different dimension was tested under the same 

condition. The result turned out to be the same that its maximum intensity also reached 

around 250 Hz and decayed afterward with the increasing frequency of AMF. It is 

therefore deduced that photon quenching occurs. 

 

Figure 3-11 Emission spectra of ZnS: Al, Cu phosphor coupled MIL under a high 

frequency AMF. 

One explanation for the suspected photon quenching process is via the direct 
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dipole interaction of photons with electronic states of two conduction bands. It is the 

first time such a MIL demonstration showing how such a high-frequency affect the 

peak wavelength of emission and the area under the emission spectra, as the previous 

studies of MIL/ML focuses on the magnitude of strain induced onto a sample. [17, 18, 

22, 26, 34, 42, 98] And previously Xu et al also demonstrated photon quenching via 

mechanical stimuli on a ML sample. [99] 

Furthermore, results above showed that the emission intensity of MIL depends 

on both amplitude and frequency of the applied AMF. A rise in the amplitude of the 

AMF results in an increase in the intensity of the emission spectra without altering the 

shape of the spectrum, while a rise in the excitation frequency up to 220 Hz, producing 

two effects. The MIL spectrum blue shifted from 500 nm to 472 nm with the frequency 

of AMF varying from 50 Hz to 366 Hz. It is suspected in the phosphor, contain a 

polycrystalline structure caused defects (stacking faults) that introduce localized states 

with higher energy emissions. Such a variety of peak wavelength is suspected to be 

due a mechanism of stark effect, band-filling of these charge carriers, and a charge 

screening effect of the carrier distribution of and the internal electric dipole the present 

within the phosphor. A blue shift of the emission peak also occurs when increasing the 
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injection level, high injection frequency as in our case, occurs when there already 

exists a built-in piezoelectric field and the injected carriers are gradually screening its 

effect. The other reason contrariwise deduced the blue emission to the transition from 

the conduction band edge to the t2 state. On the ground of these arguments, the 

composite did not show blue ML due to insufficient frequency to excite the blue energy 

level. That implies the optical properties of the composite can be alternated simply via 

adjusting the application of frequency of the AMF which open a door to numerous 

application involving MIL or ML. Figure 3-8 illustrated the spectrum shift and 

intensity changes with frequency of AMF changes. 

 

3.3.2 Relationship between MIL and magnetic field strength 

Under a low frequency of magnetic field, white light emitted from Al, Cu, Mn-

doped ZnS based MIL composite, which contains two main peaks. They centered at 

525 nm and 588 nm. It is interesting to investigate the relationship between MIL 

spectrum and magnetic field strength. Theory calculation indicates that the MIL 

intensity increases linearly with increasing square of magnetic field strength. 

Experimental results also verified this property shown in Figure 3-9 and Figure 3-10. 
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When AMF applied to the MIL composite, the magnitude of strain induced by the 

magnetostriction of MR elastomer is enhanced with increasing magnetic field strength. 

Hence, more charge carriers are detrapped when increasing the magnitude and 

frequency of AMF, resulting in the enhancement of e–h recombination and MIL. There 

are two mechanisms involved in these two emission peaks. The orgin of these two 

peaks can be described as follow. Briefly, after the magnetic field induced a stress onto 

the phosphor, a piezopotential arise inside the ZnS crystral. For 503 nm, a donor 

acceptor recombination occur as this piezopotential detrapped the charge carriers in 

the copper and aluminum occupied zinc site. The recombination of these charge 

carriers give rise to the emission. For the 580 nm emission, the large piezopotential 

enable the detrapped charge carrier to obtain enough energy to accelerate and become 

hot electrons. They impact and excited manganese ions to emit its characteristic light 

Importantly, the linear relationship of MIL intensity versus low frequency range 

and Hrms
2 should benefit to developing novel MIL-based magnetic sensors when 

considering that good linear relationship between the output and input signals is 

preferred in practical application.  
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Figure 3-12 Emission spectra of ZnS: Al, Cu, Mn phosphor coupled MIL under 

various strength of AMF. 
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Figure 3-13 Intensity of ZnS:Al, Cu phosphor coupled MIL under various 

strength of AMF. 

 

3.3.3 Transient response of MIL 

The transient characteristic of MIL from the Al, Cu-doped ZnS based MIL 

composite was studied. AMF with the frequency of 50 Hz was initially switched on 

and retained at 3.5 kOe for 30 s and subsequently switched off. In response to the 

switching cycle of from 0 to 3.5 kOe, MIL intensity peaked at 509 nm rises until its 

saturated value, when the AMF is switched off and then begins to fall towards zero 

when the field strength decreased from the maximum value of 3.5 kOe to 0 as expected. 
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Figure 3-11 shows the transient response of MIL. 

 

Figure 3-14 Transient response of green MIL from the Al, Cu-doped ZnS 

phosphor composite. 

Figure 3-12 shows the transient response of MIL in one cycle. The rising and 

falling edges of MIL respond the changes in can be fitted as exponential growth and 

decay functions, respectively. The time constant for rise and fall are determined to be 
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2.85 s and 3.15 s, respectively. The time constants are determined by following the 

equation describing the MIL intensity 

I = αβσλ
∂H

∂t
(1 − 𝑒−𝑡 Γ⁄ ) 

Such that by fitting these data obtain from experiments, the time constants 

therefore can be calculated. 

 It should be pointed out the rise time serves as the response time of the MIL 

phosphor composite in the device applications. Since AMF are employed, the 

composite should experience tensile and compressive strains in one cycle, it would 

induce piezoelectric potential with opposite polarity in the metal-ion-doped ZnS. Such 

effect may result in the different response of luminescence at the rising and falling 

edges, which has been studied in our previous reports. [18, 19]  

Another MIL emission peak at 580nm should have a transient should have a 

similar relaxation time. Firstly, the decay times obtained are strongly depend on the 

decay time of the applied magnetic field. Secondly, the time constant of impulsive 

deformation of ZnS:Mn phosphor 580 nm emitting phosphor according to previous 

studies is around 0.02 s. This is negligible when compare with the decay time of our 

magnetic field. Such that it is believe that the relaxation time is strongly depend on the 
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setup of the magnetic field instead. 

 

 

 

Figure 3-15 Enlarged graphs of a single cycle. The rising and falling edges of 

MIL can be fitted to exponential growth (red) and decay (green) functions. 
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At any rate, the obtained result shown in Figure 3-12 demonstrates the 

modulation of the luminescence in reversible and dynamical manners with time-

varying magnetic field applied to MIL composites, which should be very promising to 

design and make new concepts of magnetic-luminescence devices. 

 

3.3.4 CIE of MIL 

The conventional Commission Internationalede L’Eclairage (CIE) diagram of the 

observed green and white light emissions has been investigated, which was shown in 

Figure 3-13.The CIE coordinates are found to be (0.3462, 0.3735) and hence the CCT 

is determined to be 5027 K, indicating the obtained MIL phosphor composite emits a 

somewhat cool white color. The bottom left of Figure 3-14 demonstrated the blue shift 

from green to blue of CIE values as the frequency of the AMF varies. It not only 

implies the controllable emission properties from AMF but as the emission spectra 

increases to a higher energy level, new applications can be imposed and a discussion 

on MIL coupling with PL will be presented in the next chapter. 
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Figure 3-16 CIE diagram showing the green and white lights of the obtained 

MIL-based pattern and light source. 

 

Figure 3-17 CIE diagram showing the green and tunable blue lights of the 

obtained MIL-based pattern and light source. 
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Chapter 4 MIL coupling with photoluminescence  

To expand the emission spectrum of MIL and shed more light on MIL’s potential 

application, two phosphors are utilized to further expand the emission spectra. Yttrium 

aluminium garnet (YAG: Ce) has been recognized as a prominent wide band gap 

semiconductor for PL applications due to its unique optical properties. It is usually 

used in LED phosphor and display applications. High quality YAG: Ce shows an 

emission spectrum in the near-yellow region with high intensity. When incorporated 

with the blue emission of MIL discussed in the previous chapter, a white tunable MIL 

emission is recognized. 

Calcium strontium sulfide doped with divalent europium ((Ca1-xSrx) S: Eu) 

powder typically emits over a wide range of the visible spectrum. The aims of this 

strategy for MIL induced simultaneous persistence luminescence result tricolor (RGB) 

luminescence and a prolonged reddish emission. 
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4.1 Composite fabrication 

4.1.1 White MIL composites fabrication  

Similar to the previous chapter, ABS and PMMA mold were employed, but with 

a diameter of 1 mm and a length of 3 mm. Then, YAG: Ce and ZnS: Cu/ZnS: Al, Cu 

microparticles with weight ratio of 5:3 were uniformly mixed in PDMS and poured 

into the PMMA mold. The concentration of YAG: Ce particles have been optimized 

in preliminary tests, to emit the closest CIE value of white light. After curing the 

composite at 70 ℃ for 2 h, the rods were extracted and inserted into each hole of the 

ABS mold, which half filled with uncured MR elastomer. The MR elastomer also 

consists of magnetic Fe-Ni-Co microparticles embedded in uncured PDMS in weight 

ratio of 2.5:1. Then, the samples were degassed for 30 min to ensure good adhesion 

between the luminescence phase and MR elastomer with good structural integrity. The 

mold was put into oven to 110 ℃ for 24 h. Finally, the ABS mold was removed, 

multiphase composites with magnetic sensitive composite and ML phosphor 

composite is obtained. 
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4.1.2 RGB MIL composite fabrication  

A new ABS mold with the same dimensions discussed in the previous section is 

used, with the same PMMA mold. ZnS: Cu/ZnS: Al, Cu microparticles were 

uniformly mixed in PDMS with a weight ratio of 7:3 and poured into the PMMA mold. 

After curing the composite at 70 ℃ for 2 h, the rods were extracted. These rods 

intended to exhibit simultaneous persistent luminescence was further coated with 

((Ca1-xSrx) S: Eu) microparticle doped PDMS and cured the composite for 12 h at 

70 ℃. They were extracted and one end of the rods was coated with the MR elastomer 

of Fe-Ni-Co microparticles mixed to PDMS with weight ratio of 2.5:1. The mold was 

put into oven to 110 ℃ for 24 h to cure the polymer after degassing. After removal 

of the ABS mold, multiphase composites with magnetic sensitive and ML phosphor 

able to emit tunable simultaneous persistence red color, blue and green was obtained. 

 

4.1.3 RGB MIL wafer sized composite display fabrication 

The ZnS: Cu/ZnS: Al, Cu microparticles was uniformly mixed with a weight ratio 

of 8:2 in PDMS, which base to curing agent ratio at 20:1, the mixture then spin-coated 

onto a SiO2 substrate to obtain a ML thick film, then cured at 110 ℃ for 2 h. A 
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mixture of uncured PDMS and persistence luminescence phosphor (weight ratio of 

1:1) was screen printed onto the desired area of the thick film. After extraction, the 

polymer film was rod coated with stiffer PDMS, with base to curing agent ratio at 5:1 

on both sides. The polymer film then en-caped with MR elastomer, which consisted 

Fe-Ni-Co microparticles embedded into PDMS with a weight ratio of 5:1 by means of 

a PTFE mold. After degassing for 30 mins, the mold was put into oven to 70 ℃ for 

24 h to cure the polymer. After removal of the mold, multiphase composites with 

magnetic actuator composite and ML phosphor composite was obtained.  

 

4.2 Results and discussion 

In this chapter, a brief discussion of the morphology of the MIL coupling with PL 

composite is presented. Then the mechanism underlying MIL inducing white 

luminescence and simultaneous persistence luminescence will be given. Green light 

and a specific warm white of the MIL phenomenon under low frequency will be 

demonstrated. Finally, a much wider range of color emission generated by high 

frequency magnetic field will be presented. 
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4.2.1 Morphology of MIL multicolor display composite 

In order to observe prolonged persistence luminescence at high frequency of 

magnetic field, the design of the MIL persistence luminescence converter of polymer, 

magnetic particle, and phosphor should be optimized to reach a compromise between 

elastic module, magnetic permeability, and MIL luminescence. The mixing ratio 

between phosphor and polymer and thickness of the active layer plays a key role in 

the composite fabrication. If the composite was not well prepared, neither MIL nor 

long persistence luminescence emission can be observed.  

 

Figure 4-1 SEM images of the synthesized PDMS polymer composite laminate 

consisted of Fe–Co–Ni alloy particle-based magnetic elastomer, metal-ion-doped 

ZnS microparticle-based mechanoluminescence phosphor and Persistence 

phosphor. 
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To show the possibility of MIL induced simultaneous persistence luminescence 

composite, and demonstrate a display of tunable red luminescence emission via MIL. 

Both ML phosphor and simultaneous persistence luminescent material were mixed 

into a soft organic polymer matrix PDMS. In here as shown in Figure 4-1, a wafer-

sized, flexible display was introduced. Different from the previous chapter, the design 

required a more delicate balance between the three components employed. The weight 

ratio of the three components of polymer, magnetic particle, and phosphor are further 

optimized to reach a compromise between elastic module, magnetic permeability, 

luminescence intensity, and other requirements in this hybrid structure. In the light of 

these conditions, the requirement for luminescence polymer matrix material has to be 

as soft as possible to optimize the magneto-elastic ratio. It is a delicate balance 

between the maximum magnetization of the whole composite and its mechanical 

strength. Also, the combination of two or more luminescence material sources is a 

useful concept for the manufacture of various optical devices, which has a promising 

application of standalone, connection free device display-related applications with 

environmental adjustable optical properties and prolonged afterglow.  
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Here, a new design of longitudinal AMF instead of a rotating one, a higher 

loading content of the Fe-Ni-Co particle was incorporated into the MR elastomer. In 

order to induce the optimized strain required, the magnetic and elastic properties of 

the MR polymer were first measured in experiments by applying a magnetic field 

along the axial direction along the length of the samples. As prior discussed, to obtain 

wafer scale MIL multicolor display, the first priority is to enhance the MIL intensity 

in order to stimuli the persistence phosphor. Therefore, the structure of the ML 

phosphor doped PDMS was further modified. Optimize the structure so that it can 

sustain high frequency and large stress. Various techniques to produce wafer size 

composite are reported in a number of literatures. [100, 101] Aforementioned, the 

structure–property relationship and thickness play an important role in the composite, 

exhibiting a compromise between flexibility and luminescence intensity. As a rule of 

thumb, the size and concentration of the MIL phosphor doped into the polymer matrix 

must be carefully elevated. In principle, a higher amount of phosphor yields a higher 

intensity, but result in weaker ductility and uniformity. So that prolonged MIL and the 

subsequent induced simultaneous persistence luminescence is impossible under any 

given magnetic field. On the other hand, adding low-weight ratio phosphor 
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microparticles to a composite decreases the Young’s modulus of the composite, as the 

composite with a low concentration of phosphor particles becomes more ductile but 

dimmer. Such inappropriate design will result in a more flexible material with reduced 

strain delivered to phosphor phase. One preparation technique to produce a composite 

film structure with the filling of the active layer of PDMS in the pores of one or two 

support layer. With active luminescence layer with a lower concentration of 

crosslinker, and filled with ML phosphor in highest weight ratio, and coated it with 

persistence luminescence phosphor. Then one or two supporting layers with high 

young modulus PDMS was rod coated onto the active layer. This supporting layer not 

only provides the structural integrity of the active layer structure. A multi-directional 

stress was applied to the active layer and induced an enhanced MIL emission. As a 

result, MIL activated simultaneous persistence luminescence is accomplished. 

4.2.2 Mechanism for persistence luminescence via MIL 

Consider Figure 4-2, when applied external magnetic fields on the MIL composite, 

two MIL emission spectra peaked at 509 nm arisen from the piezoelectric potential of 

metal-ions doped ZnS. 
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Figure 4-2 Schematic showing the coupling between MIL with simultaneous 

persistence luminescence. 

 

The band structure of semiconductors changed under strain actuation from MR 

elastomer. This 509 NM MIL emission in turn excite and the emission spectrum of 

(Ca1-xSrx) S: EU shows one instead of three major features; the red emission of (640 

nm), however the broad emission band (350 to 550 nm) which characteristic of the 

case host and an additional peak at 580 nm is absent. Comparing with the excitation 

under 350 nm, the characteristic broadband emission of with the maximum at 640 nm 

is corresponds to the Laporte allowed transition from the 4f65d1 to the 4f7 levels. The 

shape and the band position were found to be independent of the concentration of Eu. 

The intensity of the band decreases in here is expected to be risen from concentration 

quenching of Eu, such that only a single narrow band is observed. As discussed prior, 

a long decay is ascribed to the afterglow when the AMF is turned off. It is noticeable 

that the excitation spectrum does not show any significant changes from the 509 nm 
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with 500 nm.  

In every experiment, persistence phosphor coated MIL display was magnetic field 

by means of AMF in a constant field strength or frequency. The new mechanism of 

MIL induced simultaneous persistence luminescence via stress management. The MIL 

luminescence spectra of Al, Cu, doped ZnS phosphors combined with (Ca1-xSrx) S: Eu 

MIL composite (509 nm + 640 nm) is shown in Figure 4-3.  

 

Figure 4-3 Emission spectra of persistence luminescence excited by MIL under a 

low frequency of AMF. 
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On the whole, the obtained MIL/PL emission profiles shares similarity to the 

previously observed green to white emission spectra from the corresponding 

phosphors. In Figure 4-3 the dominant peak is seen at 640 nm. It is noticeable that the 

MIL intensity increases linearly when increasing frequency of magnetic field strength. 

The magnitude of strain is enhanced with an increase of magnetic field strength. 

Importantly, the linear relationship of MIL intensity versus low frequency range 

should benefit to developing novel MIL-based magnetic sensors when considering that 

good linear relationship between the output and input signals is preferred in practical 

application.  

 

4.2.3 Transient response 

Figure 4-4 demonstrate the dependent of AMF frequency and field strength 

excitation, the modulation of the rise time of the persistence luminescence and the 

intensity with various frequencies of AMF applied to MIL composites, the graph study 

the photo-stimulated emission time (PST) as a function of excitation (509 nm) power, 

where PST is defined as the time required to release the electrons from the deeper traps 

using 509 nm excitation.[46] 
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Figure 4-4 Enlarged graphs of a single cycle of simultaneous persistence 

luminescence via MIL excitation of various frequencies of AMF. 

 

It was observed that as the frequency of the AMF decrease, the intensity of MIL 

is decreased. The PST becomes longer due to less photons are available to excite the 

electrons in the traps. The MIL intensity also dictates the intensity of the simultaneous 

persistence luminescence. 

Figure 4-5 shows the transient characteristic of MIL from the persistence 
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luminescence/metal ions doped ZnS green-phosphor-based composite. In this 

measurement, biaxial AMF with a frequency of 50 Hz was initially switched on and 

retained at Hrms = 1.2 kOe for 1 min and subsequently switched off.  

 

Figure 4-5 Transient characteristics of persistence luminescence via MIL 

excitation from the Al, Cu-doped ZnS green-phosphor based composite. 

 

In response to the switching cycle of magnetic field from 0 to 1.2 kOe, MIL 

induced persistence luminescence intensity peaked at 640 nm with intensity rising 
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when the AMF switches on. And then begins to decay when the AMF is decreased 

from the maximum value of to 0 as expected. The length of irradiation time (charging 

time), with MIL at 509 nm, did affect the duration of the afterglow. To ascertain the 

effect of the charging time on the duration of the afterglow three charging times were 

studied, (not shown here). A charging time of 1.5 min was found to give the longest 

duration of the afterglow (The time taken for the emission to subside without 

irradiation and the sample is placed in the dark) for the same samples (120 s and 250 

s). This optimal charging time ensures the complete lowing of the traps. It is interesting 

to notice that using longer charging times produced shorter duration of the afterglow, 

which can be attributed to the saturation of shallow traps for a given intensity of MIL, 

and with the subsequent release of the electrons occurring in the same time frame as 

the charging process. This results the desired reddish simultaneous persistence 

luminescence. 
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Figure 4-6 The rising and falling edges of MIL and persistence luminescence. The 

Blue line is when the AMF activated. 

To shed more light on the properties of the simultaneous persistence tunable MIL, 

Figure 4-6 enlarged a section of the charging of the persistence phosphor with the MIL, 

and de-trapping from the shallow traps at room temperature. The data show the 

increase in the intensity of the photo-stimulated emission as a function of time. There 

is approximately exponential increase in the MIL intensity and a few millisecond 

delays of the MIL induced persistence luminescence under time-varying amplitude of 

AMF. As described the photo-stimulated emission proceeds via two steps: the storage 

of energy by MIL excitation followed by the release of the stored energy via red color 

emission. According to the fitting curves (not shown), the rise time constant of MIL 

and persistence luminescence are determined to be 7.7 s-1 and 14.28 s-1, respectively. 
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It should be pointed out the rise time serves as the response time of the MIL phosphor 

composite in the device applications. Moreover, this novel type of display will highly 

depend on the constant coupling of MIL with persistence luminescence. Also, the 

persistent phosphor show a prolonged decay (~ 1 min) compares with ML (~10 s). [35] 

As expected, the persistence luminescence intensity was found to increase with the 

increasing AMF field strength, contributions of MIL intensity increase. In addition to 

the experimental test results showed that persistence luminescence decay rates under 

MIL are no significant differences from normal PL decay rates. 

To visualize the color dependence on the AMF frequency, CIE color coordinates 

that represent the simultaneous persistence luminescence colors from the composites 

under various frequencies was shown in Figure 4-7. Two behaviors can be observed. 

First, the color varied according to the AMF frequency; this occurs because the CIE 

coordinates of the multi-component light are linear combinations of the individual 

coordinates. Second, the red color shift was associated with increasing frequency due 

to the intensity of MIL emission. 
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Figure 4-7 CIE diagram showing the red lights of the obtained persistence 

luminescence via MIL excitation. 

 

4.2.4 High frequency AMF induced white MIL 

Modulating the optical properties of materials by altering environmental factor(s) 

are important in the development of various applications in sensing, memory, detection, 

and display devices. Previous study of ML focuses mainly on magnitude of 

mechanical stress as a common external stimulus. By varying the frequency of the 

magnetic induced strain stimulus that exhibit mechano-optical conversion is 
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promising for practical applications in science and engineering. In here, a 

demonstration is done to shed light of this interesting property, the emission spectra 

of this composite, compare with the spectra of the blue emission under the same 

condition, imply that various yellow colors are arise from the excitation from MIL 

under a sufficient level of frequency of AMF. 

 

Figure 4-8 Emission spectra of YAG: Ce phosphor coupled with MIL excitation 

under a high frequency AMF. 

The frequency of AMF modulates the wavelength of MIL. It demonstrates the 
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capability of a tunable white emission. It was discussed in chapter 1 that three 

excitation bands appear with peak wavelengths at 233, 340, 470 nm for YAG: Ce 

crystal. There is one electron in the 4f state of Ce3+, and the ground state of Ce3+ is 

split into 2F7/2 and 2F5/2. The major excited spectrum peak locates at 472 nm, which 

matches the blue emission of MIL very well. As shown in Figure 4-8, the emission 

peak locates at about 535 nm, which can combine the blue light of the high frequency 

stimulated MIL to yield a white emission. It is well known that the emission at 535 

nm is attributed to the 5d–4f transition of Ce3+, which depends strongly on the crystal 

field.[102] 
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Figure 4-9 Normalized intensity of YAG: Ce phosphor coupled MIL excitation 

under a high frequency AMF. 

Figure 4-9 show the trend of the intensity of luminescence of the 535 nm PL via 

MIL excitation. It roughly follows the trends from that of blue MIL emission. The 

principle of the luminescence conversion as ZnS: Al, Cu phosphor doped PDMS is 

homogeneously mixed with luminescence converter consisting of YAG: Ce powder 

and form a MIL composite. When excited by high frequency AMF, the blue emission 

is partially emitted at 535 nm yellowish emission via PL coupling. This combination 
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forms a warm white (6028 K) emitting MIL at the optimum frequency.  

 

4.2.5 Demonstration of MIL 

In order to show the potential of MIL phenomena for potential applications such 

as display and white lighting, we have made patterned arrays as illustrated in Figure 

4-10. 

 

Figure 4-10 Displaying green colored logo “PU” representing the abbreviation 

for the Hong Kong Polytechnic University from MIL materials driven by low 

magnetic field without (upper) and with a magnetic field (lower), White color 

emission of MIL light source. [35] 

 

In the measurements, the magnetic field of Hrms = 3.5 kOe with a frequency of 
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50 Hz were employed at room temperature. With ZnS: Al, Cu doped base MIL 

composites, displaying green colored logos “PU” representing the abbreviation for the 

Hong Kong Polytechnic University as shown in the photograph in Figure 4-10. In 

addition, the right side of Figure 4-10 illustrates white-light emission from MIL made 

by ZnS: Al, Cu, Mn based composites. Both green letters and bright white source can 

be seen by the naked eyes. As the samples are all handmade and as a proof of concept. 

The resolution is around 0.5 mm × 0.5 mm. Moreover, without the regards of 

fabrication method, the MIL composite’s resolution only limited by the sizes of these 

particles doped into the polymer matrix. In present, lab based ML phosphor and 

magnetostrictive material are with size of 50-100 nm. 

In order to show the potential of applying tuning and incorporation of MIL 

phenomena with other PL material potential applications, a patterned RGB array was 

fabricated and illustrated in Figure 4-11. In the demonstration, the magnetic field of 

Hrms = 2.5 kOe with the frequency of 250 Hz was employed at room temperature. Also 

With Al, Cu-doped ZnS-based MIL composites (screen/spin) coated with (Ca1-xSrx) S: 

Eu doped PDMS, the red colored logo of the Hong Kong Polytechnic University as 

shown in the photograph of tricolor in Figure 4-11. Both dynamic demonstrations can 
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be reversible and seen by the naked eyes. 

 

Figure 4-11 Photograph of MIL light source under uniaxial magnetic field of the 

red color logo representing the Hong Kong Polytechnic University (left) and 

displaying red, green and blue colored MIL matrix under high frequency AMF 

(right). 

 

Figure 4-12 presents the tune-ability of green to white emission under varying 

frequency of AMF. It shows a MIL sample mixed with YAG: Ce changed color with 

increasing AMF frequency. The MIL induced luminescence images from our samples 

with varying color from 116 Hz and 400 Hz. As the AMF frequency increased, the 

brightness increased until 250 Hz, then decreases again.  
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Figure 4-12 Photographs of the MIL for color tuning under various AMF 

frequencies and field strength of 2 kOe. 

 

4.2.6 Performance and efficiency 

A new term is defined as the MIL efficiency as the composite is driven by 

magnetic field such that, it is light emission output divided by magnetic field input 

strength in the unit of lm/Oe. 

The gathered emission efficiencies recorded as the following table. 

Luminescence type CIE  CCT Luminance 

(cdm-2) 

Efficiency 

White MIL (0.3427, 0.3735) 5027 19 0.0013 

High Freq. Blue 

MIL 

(0.1885, 0.2018) n/a 28 0.0025 

Low Freq. MIL Green (0.2893, 0.4884) n/a 21 0.0014 

PL coupled white (0.3443,0.3427) 6028 24  

PL coupled red (0.5897, 0.2981) n/a 15  

Table 1 Performance parameters of the emissions based on MIL composite. 

 

The intensity of the MIL display design is comparable to commercial night light 
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with around 5 lm, which should be very promising to design and make new concepts 

of tricolor MIL devices or display. An external quantum efficiency (ZEQE) of (69.5±5) 

% was obtained in the as-prepared persistence luminescence phosphor without further 

optimization or purification of raw materials (for both excitation at a wavelength of 

500 nm and 509 nm).  
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Chapter 5 Conclusion and future work 

The present research is on the realization of magnetic induced luminescence from 

flexible magnetic composite laminates via strain-mediated coupling. The samples 

have been characterized by various instruments to explore their properties in different 

aspects. 

 

5.1 Conclusion 

The main objectives of the presented work are to investigate a novel MIL 

phenomenon from the magnetic composite laminates via strain-mediated coupling. 

A practical approach to design and fabricate composite laminate systems composed 

of magnetic actuator and phosphor materials has been proposed. Structure, magnetic, 

and elastic characterizations of the magnetic elastomer and luminescent dependent 

on the amplitude and frequency of the magnetic field as well as CIE, CCT, luminance, 

and power efficiency have been tested. The main conclusion can be briefly described 

as follows: 

A facile polymer package method has been used to fabricate the magnetic 
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composite laminates. Multiphase rods consisted of the composite of metal-ion-doped 

ZnS micro particles mixed to PDMS and another composite of magnetic Fe–Co–Ni 

alloy particles mixed to PDMS were fabricated. Physical properties of the multiphase 

composite are important to the magnetic responsive luminescence. A compromise 

between magnetic permeability, elastic module and luminescence was investigated. 

It is found that the magnetic behavior of the Fe–Co–Ni alloy + PDMS composite can 

be approximately considered as linear with no significant hysteresis because of 

negligible coercive field (Hc ≈ 9 Oe). The maximum values of stress and strain are 

0.45 MPa and 4.4%, respectively under the external DC magnetic field of 3.5 kOe. 

The Young's modulus for the sample is calculated to be 70 MPa under a zero 

magnetic field. When an alternating magnetic field acts on the sample, the transient 

strain produced in Fe–Co–Ni + PDMS side delivers to the metal-ion-doped ZnS 

PDMS side and subsequently generates light. 

Relationships between the luminescence of the magnetic composite laminates 

and the amplitude and frequency of the AMF have been investigated. When applying 

an AMF, the Al, Cu doped ZnS phosphors combined with Fe–Co–Ni alloy 

microparticle + PDMS emits bright green light and its luminescence spectrum peaks 
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at 509 nm, which can be explained from the donor–acceptor (D–A) recombination of 

AlZn → CuZn. While the Al, Cu, Mn-doped ZnS phosphor composite emits white light 

with two main peaks at 525 nm and 588 nm. No emission peak shifts with varying 

magnetic amplitude or frequency in our experiment. When the frequency of the 

magnetic field varies from 26-50 Hz or the magnitude of magnetic field strength 

increases from 2.0 to 3.5 kOe, the MIL intensity increases linearly with either f or 

Hrms
2, which is consistent with the proposed MIL model. This result also accords with 

the variation tendency of strain, which is enhanced by an increase in the strength of 

the magnetic field. This is due to that more charge carriers are detrapped when 

increasing the magnitude and change rate of the magnetic field, resulting in the 

enhancement of e-h recombination and MIL. The response time of the MIL phosphor 

composite has also been measured. The rise time (τr) and the fall time (τf) are 

determined to be 2.85 s and 3.15 s, respectively. The results show that the MIL can 

be modulated reversible and dynamical manners with time-varying magnetic field. 

The device performance parameters, including CIE, CCT, luminance, and power 

efficiency have been tested. Under the magnetic field of Hrms = 3.5 kOe and the 

frequency of 50 Hz, green colored logo “PU” is demonstrated from Al, Cu-doped 
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ZnS-based MIL composites. On the other hand, white light emits from Al, Cu, Mn-

doped ZnS-based composites. CIE coordinates are found to be (0.3462, 0.3735) and 

hence the CCT is determined to be 5027 K, indicating the obtained white MIL 

phosphor composite emits a somewhat cool white color. The luminance for green and 

white MIL is 21 and 19 cd/m2 respectively. By analogy with EL, we have defined the 

new type MIL efficiency as η ≈ light emission output/ magnetic field input strength 

in the unit of lm Oe−1. The MIL efficiency is calculated to be 0.0014 and 0.0013 

lm/Oe for green and white color severally. Moreover, RGB colors are realized from 

the MIL system with optimizing structure and test condition. The blue light color is 

obtained from the phosphor composite under a high magnetic frequency of ~250 Hz 

and magnetic field strength of 3.5 kOe. On the other hand, the long persistence 

material (Ca1-XSrX) S: Eu and YAG: Ce were mixed to PDMS and combined with the 

magnetic composite laminate separately to emit red and white light color by energy 

transfer from the blue MIL induced by magnetic field.  

This work represents the first demonstration of MIL luminescent in low 

magnetic field strength and room temperature. The proof-of-concept MIL devices 

have been demonstrated with RGB and white color emission, which can be 
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modulated in reversible and dynamical manners. Our results not only provide a new 

family member in both phosphor and magnetic materials to observe the novel MIL 

phenomenon, but also offer the new possibility to find prospective device 

applications, such as remote magnetic-optical sensor, memory devices, energy 

harvester, nondestructive environmental surveillance, and stimuli-responsive 

multimodal bioimaging. 

 

5.2 Suggestions for future work 

Recently, research on the magnetic inducing strain material has experienced a 

rapid expansion in recent decades, namely, magnetic shape memory alloy, Terfenol-D 

and ferrofluid pending continuous and vibrant growth of this field. Several key 

challenges need to be addressed. First, a more compact design is required for MIL to 

be realized in terms of response time, a magnitude of strain induction and stress 

induced. Second a finer particle size, higher brightness and more sensitive to strain 

induction is desired for the controlled synthesis of ML phosphors. The spatial 

resolution of luminescence of MIL of present work can be greatly improved with 

various method such as micropatterning technology employed during the fabrication 
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process, or localized magnetic moment. So that sensitivity and emission intensity can 

be enhanced, as well as stability and repeatability. We conclude these findings in 

Figure 5-1. 

 

Figure 5-1 Schematic showing the prospect of future MIL investigation. 

Such a new type of composite is capable of sensing or converting a dynamic 

magnetic action without the need of using a power unit to the composite. The 

composite performance parameters, including CIE, luminance, and power efficiency 

have been tested. Our results not only provide a new property and new family member 
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in both phosphor and magnetic materials to observe the novel MIL phenomenon, but 

also offer the new possibility to find prospective applications, such as remote 

magnetic-optical sensor, memory devices, energy harvester, nondestructive 

environmental surveillance, and stimuli-responsive multimodal bio and mechanical 

imaging. 
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